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 Case No.: 18-19054 (JNP) 

 

 (Jointly Administered) 

 

 Chapter: 11 

 

 Hearing Date and Time: July 9, 2018 

 

SPINNER FAMILY HOLDINGS, LLC OPPOSITION TO DEBTORS’  

MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF THE GLOBAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

 

Spinner Family Holdings, LLC (“SFH”) and Tom Spinner, by and through their undersigned 

attorneys, hereby files this objection and reservation of rights to the Bankruptcy Rule 9019 application 

filed by Garces Restaurant Group, Inc. ("GRG"), and sixteen entities that are or were managed by GRG 

(collectively the “Debtors”), dated June 30, 2018 [ECF364 and 365], for the entry of an Order (I) 

Approving Compromise And Global Settlement Under Bankruptcy Rule 9019; (II) Providing For 

Distribution of Funds; and (III) Granting Related Relief. 

1. GRG moves to approve a settlement agreement between the Debtors, M&T Bank and 

3BM1, LLC (“Ballard”) (collectively the “Parties”), as a reasonable settlement of claims between the 

Parties.  In addition to releases between the Parties, the Settlement Agreement seeks to release all claims 

                                                           
1 The purported debtors in these cases and the last four digits of their employee identification numbers are: GRGAC1, LLC d/b/a Amada 

(7047); GRGAC2, LLC d/b/a Village Whiskey (7079); GRGAC3, LLC d/b/a Distrito Cantina (7109); GRGAC4, LLC (0542); Garces 

Restaurant Group, Inc. d/b/a Garces Group (0697); Latin Valley 2130, LLC; La Casa Culinary, LLC d/b/a Amada Restaurant (4127); Garces 

Catering 300, LLC d/b/a Garces Catering (3791); Latin Quarter Concepts, LLC d/b/a Tinto d/b/a Village Whiskey (0067); UrbanFarm, LLC 

d/b/a JG Domestic (3014); GR300, LLC d/b/a Volver (0347); GRG2401, LLC (7222); GRGChubb1, LLC (8350); GRGFC1, LLC (2040); 

GRGKC1, LLC; GRGWildwood, LLC (9683); and GRGNY2, LLC (0475). 

SPIRO HARRISON 

830 Morris Turnpike 

Short Hills, NJ 07078 

(973) 232-0881 

Jason Spiro, Esq.  

Adlai Small, Esq. 

Counsel for Spinner Family Holdings, LLC and 

Tom Spinner 

 

In Re: 

 

Garces Restaurant Group, Inc., d/b/a Garces 

Group, et al.1 

Debtors. 
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against Jose Garces and others who directed the actions of Debtors.  The Settlement Agreement also 

incorporates the Asset Purchase Agreement (“APA”) with 3BM1, LLC (“Ballard”) (referred to 

collectively as the “Settlement Agreement”) .   

2. The Debtors claim that the Settlement Agreement, which provides the Debtors with $3.5 

million in cash, and assumes certain liabilities of the Debtors, is in the best interest of the estates of all 

Debtor entities, however, that’s clearly not true.  The Settlement Agreement plainly favors certain parties 

in interest, i.e., Garces and those parties who are aligned with Garces, over others, who are not aligned 

with Garces.   

3. Under the proposed Settlement Agreement: 

i. The unsecured creditors of the Debtor entities will receive a small fraction of their 

unsecured claims; 

 

ii. The minority investors of the Garces entities, who were duped into investing 

millions of dollars with Garces, will receive nothing; 

 

iii. Jose Garces will receive a full release of all claims by M&T Bank (worth millions 

of dollars), a full release of all Debtor claims (worth millions of dollars), and a 

valuable employment agreement, all for $500,000.  

 

iv. Ballard will acquire seventeen entities that generated in excess of $30 million for 

$3.5 million cash and assumed liabilities generously estimated to equal $4.5 million 

in value. 

 

v. M&T Bank will receive $2 million and a full release of Debtors’ claims. 

 

vi. Professionals will receive over $1 million despite generating almost no interest in 

an auction. 

 

4.  In support of the Settlement Agreement, Debtors claim that the Settlement Agreement 

was the subject of arms-length negotiations and that it provides valuable consideration to the Debtors’ 

estates, but Garces did not include the minority investors in those negotiations, there was no vote to 

approve the terms, and the creditors of the profitable Garces entities, who should have full recourse to 

recover under their unsecured claims, are losing nearly all of their claims.  
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5. The Debtors seek this Court’s approval of the Settlement Agreement without providing 

any analysis of the distinct financial circumstances of the seventeen Debtors, or the claims against or 

involving those entities.   

6. While SFH does not, in principal, oppose a settlement agreement amongst the parties, SFH 

objects to the Settlement Agreement, as proposed, as overreaching and fundamentally flawed.   

7. SFH opposes the Motion to approve the Settlement Agreement on the following grounds: 

i. The Settlement Agreement treats all Debtor entities as a single, unified entity, solely 

owned and controlled by Garces, without addressing the unique operating structure, 

ownership interests (including minority member rights), financial circumstances or 

creditor rights of each distinct Debtor entity.   

 

ii. Garces does not identify the claims and/or litigations that the Settlement Agreement 

would be releasing, or make any effort to analyze those claims and/or litigations 

under the standard set forth in Martin. 

 

iii. Garces fails to provide this Court with readily available information relevant to the 

Court’s assessment of the reasonableness of the Settlement Agreement. 

 

iv. Garces does not address the lack of authority to release claims on behalf of Latin 

Quarter and La Casa Culinary, or to enter a sale agreement on their behalf, which 

are Major Decisions under the operating agreements for those entities. 

 

v. Garces does not address the inherent conflicts of interest and self-dealing raised by 

the Settlement Agreement, and, in particular, the value and benefits achieved by 

Garces as a result of the Settlement Agreement. 

 

8. Nevertheless, this Court may reasonably approve the Settlement Agreement if the Parties 

address certain issues that would make it impossible for this Court to conclude that the Settlement 

Agreement, as proposed, is fair and reasonable: 

i. Garces must produce all information that is relevant to this Settlement Agreement 

further to the objections and opposition of SFH and numerous other interested 

parties;  

 

ii. The Bankruptcy Court should carve out, from the Settlement Agreement release, the 

following claims: 

 

a. All direct claims by SFH and other minority investors against Garces, Garces 

entities and any other parties involved in Garces’ breach of fiduciary duties, 
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self-dealing and other conduct that deprived minority investors of their 

investments or investment distributions. 

   

b. All claims by Garces entities, investors, or creditors related to intercompany 

loans or other forms of self-dealing that have not been adequately disclosed 

and addressed by Garces to date.  

 

c. All claims against Garces personally, except for claims by M&T Bank and 

Ballard. 

 

iii. All settlement funds should be placed in escrow subject to the resolution of all 

objections and disputes relating to payments under the Settlement Agreement. 

 

9. The Court should deny the Debtors' motion to approve the Settlement Agreement unless 

the Parties accept appropriate modifications to the Settlement Agreement to address these issues.   

10.  SFH further incorporates by reference its objections to Debtors’ motion (A) approving 

stalking horse asset purchase agreement for the sale of substantially all of the debtors assets; (B) approving 

bidding procedures and form, manner and sufficiency of notice; (C) approving procedures for assumption 

and assignment of executory contracts and unexpired leases; (D) scheduling (1) an auction sale and (2) a 

hearing to consider approving the highest and best offer; and (E) granting related relief, filed on June 21, 

2018 [ECF 331]. 

I. Debtors’ Motion Fails to Satisfy the Legal Standard for the Approval of a 

Motion for Settlement 

 

11. The Court should deny the Debtors' motion to approve the Settlement Agreement, and the 

revised APA by incorporation, because the motion fails to satisfy the Debtors’ burden for seeking 

settlement approval under Rule 9019.   

12. A bankruptcy court has discretion to determine whether a settlement should be approved 

pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 9019 and must decide whether such settlement “is fair, reasonable, and in 

the best interest of the estate.” In re Spansion, Inc., 2009 Bankr. LEXIS 1283, at *12 (Bankr. D. Del. June 

2, 2009) (quoting In re TSIC, Inc., 393 B.R. 71, 78 (Bankr. D. Del. 2008)).  In determining the fairness 

and equity of a compromise in bankruptcy, the Third Circuit requires a bankruptcy court to “apprise[] 
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itself of all facts necessary to form an intelligent and objective opinion of the probabilities of ultimate 

success should the claims be litigated, and estimate[ ] the complexity, expense and likely duration of such 

litigation, and other factors relevant to a full and fair assessment of the [claims].”  In re Penn Cent. 

Transp. Co., 596 F.2d 1127, 1146 (3d Cir. 1979); see also In re Marvel Entm't Grp., Inc., 222 B.R. 243, 

249 (D. Del. 1998). 

13. Pursuant to this “fair and equitable” standard, a bankruptcy court will analyze the fairness 

of the compromise to the parties who are not parties to the settlement. In re Spansion, Inc., 2009 Bankr. 

LEXIS 1283, at *12. 

14. The Third Circuit has articulated four criteria which a bankruptcy court should consider 

when determining whether a settlement should be approved pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 9019.  See In 

re Martin, 91 F.3d at 393.  The court must balance: (1) the probability of success in litigation; (2) the 

likely difficulties of collecting any judgment; (3) the complexity of the litigation involved, including the 

related expense, inconvenience and delay; and (4) the paramount interest of creditors.  Id.  The 

proponent of the settlement, the Debtors in this case, carry the burden of persuasion on all four criteria.  

See In re Spansion, Inc., 2009 Bankr. LEXIS 1283, at *13--14; In re Nationwide Sports Distribs., Inc., 

227 B.R. 455, 460 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1998) (proponent “has the burden of persuasion that the settlement is 

in the best interest of the estate”).  This analysis must be performed as to each distinct Debtor’s estate 

with reference to the claims and creditors being released as to each distinct Debtor’s estate. 

15. Debtors fail to adequately demonstrate that the proposed Settlement Agreement should be 

approved under the Martin factors.  Debtors merely conclude, without identifying any particular claims 

to be released under the Settlement Agreement, that the Settlement Agreement is fair and reasonable and 

in the best interests of the Debtors collectively, and in doing so, completely fail to analyze or even 

reference the interests or claims involving any distinct Debtor.   

A. The Bankruptcy Court Should Analyze the Reasonableness of the Settlement 
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Agreement for each Distinct Debtor Entity that is Subject to the Release of Claims 

under the Settlement Agreement 

 

16. The Debtors, through Garces, ask this Court to analyze the Settlement Agreement as if the 

Debtors are a single entity, with identical, non-conflicting interests.  That position is factually 

unsupported (and unsupportable) as a matter of law. 

17.   There is no factual dispute that the seventeen Debtors have distinct organizational 

structures, owners, interests and creditors. 

18. GRG is a restaurant management company that is solely owned by Garces.  It has no 

interest in any of the other Debtor entities.  The Debtor entities pay GRG a management fee and GRG 

provides management services to the Debtors.  GRG’s interests are not fully aligned with the interests of 

the other Garces Debtors. 

19. La Casa Culinary LLC and Latin Quarter LLC existed and operated profitably long before 

Garces formed GRG or any of the other Debtor entities.  As Garces admits, they are controlled by 

operating agreements and/or Pennsylvania law.  Each of the entities has minority investors (SFH and Jim 

Sorkin) with minority investor rights and protections against, for example, Garces’ self-dealing.  Those 

minority investors have made claims against Garces and other Garces entities for benefiting from Garces’ 

self-dealing.  Thus, the interests of La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter are not aligned with Garces or 

Garces-owned entities such as GRG, Garces Catering 300, LLC, and GR300, LLC, and Garces is plainly 

conflicted in claiming to protect the interests of Garces entities that have minority investors. 

20. GRG Chubb, GRG 2401 and GRG AC4 are three distinct entities that operate restaurants 

under restaurant management agreements (“RMAs”).  These entities also have distinct interests and 

mixes of creditors as compared to the Debtors.  The three entities are highly profitable, with significant, 

steady revenue from licensing fees, along with very few operating costs.  Unlike many of the other 

Debtors, M&T had no claim against these entities until June 2017, when Garces pledged them to M&T in 
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exchange for a forbearance agreement for other Garces entities.  The entities received no benefit from 

that pledge, and the pledge immediately made them insolvent.  The pledge was, therefore, a fraudulent 

conveyance and the creditors of those entities, including SFH based on his claim under a $750,000 

guarantee, will be harmed by this Settlement Agreement without any tangible benefit.  If those entities 

continued to operate, free and clear of M&T’s purported claim (which M&T has never sought to enforce), 

the creditors of GRG Chubb, GRG 2401, and GRG AC4 would be repaid in full by those distinct, highly 

profitable entities.   

21. GRG AC1, 2, 3, and 5 are distinct entities, all of whom hold certain rights to operate 

restaurants in the Revel/Ocean Resort.  GRG AC1, 2 and 3 have been closed for over four years, without 

any creditor action against those entities.  GRG AC5 was formed in March 2018 to take over Garces’ 

interests in Revel (now Ocean Resort) without consideration to GRG AC1, 2 and 3.  That was a fraudulent 

conveyance, aimed at avoiding the claims of the investors and creditors of GRG AC1, 2 and 3.  Outside 

of bankruptcy, the creditors and investors of GRG AC1, 2 and 3, including SFH, would continue to have 

valuable rights and claims against GRG AC5.   

22. Thus, Garces may not satisfy the Martin standard, as to claims involving seventeen 

different Garces entities, simply by saying that the settlement is reasonable for GRG (or the GRG 

enterprise).  That would require a finding by this Court that Garces reorganized the Debtors into a single, 

unified entity, without a written agreement or reorganization plan.  There’s no basis for that finding.  

Indeed, Garces’ own actions, including tax filings and conducting Major Decision votes under the 

operating agreements for the various Garces entities, clearly conflicts with any such finding of a GRG 

enterprise.  

B.  Debtors’ Failure to Provide the Bankruptcy Court with Relevant Information to 

Assess the Settlement Agreement 

 

23. To approve a settlement motion, the bankruptcy court "must be apprised of all relevant 
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information that will enable it to determine what course of action will be in the best interest of the estate."  

In re Martin, 91 F.3d at 393.  The proponent of a settlement bears the burden of persuasion to provide 

the court with sufficient information to conclude that the compromise falls within the reasonable range of 

litigation possibilities.  In re Key3Media Grp., Inc., 336 B.R. 87, 92-93 (Bankr. D. Del. 2005). 

24. Debtors have failed to disclose to this Court information that is relevant and necessary to 

any reasoned assessment of the Settlement Agreement. 

i. Garces’ Undisclosed Intercompany Loans 

25. As this Court is aware, minority investors of certain Garces entities have been demanding 

that Garces account for certain cash distributions from profitable Garces entities, such as La Casa Culinary 

and Latin Quarter, to other Garces entities (either wholly-owned by Garces or with different investor 

mixes).  The minority investors allege that they learned of this self-dealing practice in or about January 

2018 and immediately sent Garces a letter demand requiring him to cease his intermingling and misuse of 

cash from operations. 

26. Garces claims that his cash sweeps were actually “intercompany loans” and the minority 

investors should have known of the loans, or should have discovered them.  In early 2018, Garces and 

the minority investors engaged in settlement discussions. The investors requested documentation of the 

“intercompany loans,” but never received them.  When those discussions broke down, in or about March 

2018, in part due to Garces’ demands for a full release without meaningful consideration, the minority 

investors pursued their claims through litigation, including a litigation in New Jersey, Spinner Family 

Holdings et al. vs. GRG Chubb 1 LLC et al., Mon-L-354-18, filed January 30, 2018 and in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, Spinner Family Holdings LLC et ano vs. Jose Garces et al., filed on or about April 30, 

2018, and now a motion to file a complaint in this bankruptcy action.  See complaints attached hereto as 

Exhibit A. 

27. Jose Garces admitted to this Court that he engaged in the practice of moving funds from 
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the Debtor entities to other entities controlled by Garces Group. [DE 94-2 ¶¶ 16-21.]. See the Garces 

Certification re Opp. to MTD attached hereto as Exhibit B.  That is self-dealing.  Nevertheless, Garces 

claims that the minority investors approved his self-dealing (without presenting any evidence of such 

approval) for the good of the Garces enterprise, and that an outside accounting firm tracked those 

intercompany loans (without providing any such accounting or documentation to this Court). [DE 94-2 ¶ 

16] 

28. To date, Garces has not produced evidence of investor knowledge of these “intercompany 

loans, or documentation that demonstrates that the “loans” were legitimate.  He hasn’t produced loan 

agreements or records of loan repayments.  He hasn’t produced an accounting of the “loans” or made any 

effort to quantify the amounts owed to La Casa Culinary or Latin Quarter, or GRG Chubb, GRG 2401 and 

GRG AC4.  Rather, the Schedules for La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter show that the amount of the 

“intercompany loans” is undetermined.  

29. This information is highly relevant because La Casa Culinary, Latin Quarter, and other 

Garces entities that provided intercompany loans have minority investors and Garces is seeking to release 

any claims of those entities for repayment of loans and/or for clawing back funds that were part of Garces’ 

improper self-dealing.  This type of release would uniquely benefit Garces and his entities that were the 

recipients of loans, to the detriment of entities who provided the loans.  Garces asserts that the Martin 

analysis isn’t applicable to intercompany claims because the creditor entities aren’t seeking to pursue those 

claims, but those creditor entities are controlled by Garces.  Obviously, the fact that Garces has not 

authorized Garces-controlled entities to pursue claims against other Garces-owned entities is meaningless.  

It just shows that Garces is not now (and never has) protected the interests of his minority investors. 

30. Accordingly, the Settlement Agreement should carve out any release of claims based on 

intercompany loans until Garces has produced information sufficient to understand those “loans.”   

31. Importantly, based on Garces’ P&Ls for La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter, these 
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intercompany loan claims amount to millions of dollars in improper transfers.  It would be highly 

unreasonable for La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter to release millions of dollars of claims based on a 

$3.5 million settlement, with no clear allocation of any portion of those funds to unsecured creditors or 

minority investors of La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter.  Indeed, most of those funds are allocation to 

M&T Bank and the professionals who generated this $3.5 million outcome. 

32. Moreover, it would be unconscionable to release Garces, personally, from claims by Latin 

Quarter and La Casa Culinary, based on his payment of $500,000 to M&T Bank, without any repayment 

to La Casa Culinary or Latin Quarter.  Indeed, these pending SFH litigations may prove that Garces’ 

$500,000 payment and many other Garces assets are directly traceable to funds received by Garces through 

his self-dealing in connection with La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter.    

33. Moreover, numerous recipients of intercompany loans, including entities solely owned by 

Garces, did not file for bankruptcy.  The M&T forbearance agreement, for instance, lists 32 entities as 

borrower or co-borrowers.   

34. Garces has not disclosed why he did not file for bankruptcy on behalf of those entities, and 

he has not disclosed the extent to which those entities received intercompany loans.     

ii. Garces’ Eisner Amper Analysis 

35. Garces’ analysis of the potential litigation claims that would be released by the Settlement 

Agreement relies entirely on an analysis that Garces says Eisner Amper performed and provided to Garces; 

however, Garces has not produced that report or analysis to the Court.  Indeed, Garces doesn’t even 

describe the report or attempt to explain how that report would be relevant to Garces’ analysis of litigation 

claims under Martin.  Garces doesn’t assert that the Eisner Amper report identifies or analyzes any 

particular claims or litigation exposure, or present any particular conclusion about such claims. 

iii. Value Received by Garces under the Settlement Agreement 

36. Garces has made no effort to disclose the value or benefits he is receiving under the 
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Settlement Agreement. 

37. There is an obvious risk of self-dealing in this type of transaction, as Garces is seeking 

broad personal releases and is receiving a position in a new entity through this Settlement Agreement.  

This Court should thus closely scrutinize the value and benefits received by Garces before approving any 

Settlement Agreement. 

38. Garces claims that he is personally paying $500,000 as consideration for a complete release 

from M&T Bank, a complete release of claims from all Debtor entities, and other releases.  The value of 

those releases is worth millions of dollars, the releases of Garces are unnecessary to the sale of assets, and 

the Debtor entities who are providing those releases are receiving $0 in consideration from Garces for 

those releases. 

39. First, Garces disclosed that he will be released from a Guaranty to M&T Bank, without 

disclosing the actual Guaranty or the estimated value of that release.   

40. Based on the forbearance agreement, the release is quite valuable, much more so that the 

$500,000 contribution Garces is making to M&T Bank.  Garces is receiving, amongst other things, 

releases of his pledge of personal interests in Garces entities to M&T, releases of his pledge of non-debtor 

entities (such as TJJ Real Co.) to M&T, and release of mortgages against his townhouse and other 

properties from M&T. 

41. Second, Garces would also be receiving a release of all claims from the Debtor entities for 

any claims that the Debtors may have against Garces personally.  Notably, Garces is not providing any 

value to the Debtor entities (or their investors or creditors) in exchange for such a broad release.  He has 

also failed to provide information from which this Court can quantify the amount that Garces-owned 

entities “borrowed” from entities with minority investors and/or unsecured creditors.   

42. By reasonable estimates, Garces withdrew and misused millions of dollars of cash from 

operations from Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter alone.  He’s provided no basis for a release of claims 
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from those Debtor estates, amounting to millions of dollars, against Garces personally. 

43. Garces had the opportunity to sell these same entities to Ballard outside of bankruptcy, 

however, Garces conditioned any sale on a full release of claims without meaningful consideration for 

such a release. Garces is now seeking a similar release, through his Court, without offering any 

consideration to the Debtor entities that are providing those claims.  The Bankruptcy Court should not 

approve a personal release to Garces, which he could not achieve outside of bankruptcy, as a condition to 

the sale of Garces’ assets to Ballard Brands. 

44. It is common in the sale of a business for a founder, who is accountable to that business, to 

establish an escrow account for the purpose of resolving potential claims against the founder that cannot 

be resolved at the time of the sale.  This case is no different.  If Garces engaged in self-dealing and/or 

other misconduct, he should be held accountable for those actions.  The purpose of a bankruptcy filing is 

not to save him from liability.  He should establish an escrow account to cover his personal liability, not 

receive a full release from the Debtors. 

45. Garces has also failed to disclose the existence of insurance policies that may cover his 

breaches of fiduciary duties.  By granting a releasing of claims against Garces personally, he is also 

potentially achieving value for his insurance provider, without disclosing the existence of insurance to this 

Court. 

46. Garces has not disclosed the source of funds for his $500,000 payment.  Given that he has 

been alleged to engage in self-dealing over the course of many years, he should account for where that 

money came from and whether any of those funds is attributable to his self-dealing, or conversely whether 

insurance is contributing to that payment.  

47. Finally, based on testimony from Garces’ investment banker, Garces is in line to receive a 

valuable employment agreement with Ballard as a part of this transaction, but he’s made no disclosure of 

that employment agreement.  Under prior Ballard proposals, Ballard offered Garces 30% equity in a 
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Ballard New Co. and significant six-figure base salary. 

C. Debtors’ Unnecessarily Overbroad Release 

48. Given the numerous claims and issues at stake, the Settlement Agreement releases should 

be narrowly tailored to accomplish the purpose of selling Garces’ assets. 

49. Garces should not be released from claims that he engaged in self-dealing merely because 

Ballard believes he would be distracted by those claims.  If those claims turn out to be true, any decision 

that endorsed such a theory would set terrible precedent that permitted a managing member to escape 

accountability for his misconduct merely by claiming that his “creative genius” would be inhibited by 

claims he engaged in misconduct. 

D. Debtor’s Lack of Authority and Obvious Conflicts of Interest 

50. Debtors La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter did not conduct a vote to release Debtor claims 

or agree to the terms of the Settlement Agreement. 

51. Two of the five voting members of La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter filed for bankruptcy 

and are clearly incapable of voting due to their insolvency and conflict of interest (i.e., they stand to benefit 

from including La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter in the sale to the Ballards). 

52. Moreover, the Settlement Agreement is not conducted at arms-length because M&T Bank 

is controlling the decision of Garces.  The forbearance agreement provides that M&T Bank must consent 

to any sale.  Further Garces pledged his own, personal interests in the Debtors to M&T Bank as part of 

the forbearance agreement. Thus, M&T Bank is controlling two sides of the Settlement Agreement 

(Debtors and M&T). 

E. Application of the Martin Factor to the Claims Released by the Settlement Agreement 

i. Probability of Success in Litigation 

53. Debtors’ analysis of the probability of success in litigation is woefully deficient due to the 

issues outlined above, but, moreover, fails because Debtors simply make no effort to identify, let alone 
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analyze, the claims and litigations that are the subject of the Settlement Agreement’s broad releases. 

54. Debtors’ motion relies on two points: (1) absent approval of the Motion, the Debtors will 

likely be forced to close immediately, resulting in the loss of jobs; and (2) an undisclosed report from 

Eisner & Amper purportedly demonstrates that certain unidentified claims are unlikely to succeed. 

55. The Debtors’ first point is misleading.  If cash from operations were segregated for each 

Garces entity, many of the Garces entities would have strong financials.  The Debtors have never claimed 

that entities such as La Casa Culinary, Latin Quarter, GRG 2401, GRG Chubb and GRG AC4 would 

imminently close absent an immediate sale.  As detailed below, those entities are cash flow positive and 

highly profitable.   

56. The Debtors’ second point is meaningless.  Debtors did not produce the Eisner Amper 

report or even describe it.  In any event, based on Debtors’ very limited description of the Eisner Amper 

report, it would be irrelevant to any meaningful analysis of claims. 

57. Any meaningful analysis of the distinct Debtor entities would demonstrate that certain 

Debtor entities have a reasonable probability of achieving greater benefits through litigation than this 

Settlement Agreement and the resulting release of those claims.   

a. GRG Chubb, GRG AC4, GRG 2401   

58. GRG Chubb, GRG AC4, and GRG 2401 operate under RMAs.  Garces has not claimed 

that those entities are unprofitable or that their operations will be forced to close immediately, or that jobs 

will be lost, absent a settlement and sale to Ballard.   

59. Those entities are net cash flow positive, operating under RMAs that provide them with 

significant licensing revenue with minimal operating costs. 

60. The only major liability disclosed on the Debtors’ schedules is M&T’s claim, under the 

June 2017 forbearance agreement, however, M&T Bank has taken no action against those entities.   

61. In April 2017, SFH made claims against those entities under a $750,000 guaranty 
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agreement.  In January 2018, SFH filed a lawsuit to pursue that claim.   

62. Garces did not disclose SFH’s claim to this Court under the Debtor Schedules, nor did the 

Debtors analyze SFH’s claim under the Martin standard.  

63. In addition, SFH is pursuing a fraudulent conveyance suit against M&T Bank, on behalf 

of those entities, to preserve the entities’ cash from operations to repay creditors.  When Garces pledged 

those entities to M&T Bank, in June 2017, the entities received no consideration from M&T Bank for its 

security interest (only Garces did), and creditors such as SFH were left with valueless claims because 

those entities immediately became insolvent under Garces’ pledge to M&T Bank.    

64. If SFH succeeds in this litigation, those entities will be solvent again and will be in a 

position to fully repay all creditors.  That is clearly a better outcome for those three entities and the 

entities’ creditors that the Settlement Agreement; however, Garces has made no effort to analyze SFH’s 

claims in support of his motion for settlement.  Rather, he acts as if these claims do not exist.      

65. Accordingly, because Garces’ motion for settlement provides no analysis (or even 

mention) of SFH’s claim to $750,000 in the January 2018 New Jersey Action, or SFH’s fraudulent 

conveyance claims, Debtors’ motion must fail as to GRG AC4, GRG Chubb and GRG 2401. 

b. Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter   

66. La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter are the entities that own the rights to three highly 

profitable, Philadelphia restaurants: Amada, Tinto and Village Whiskey.  Garces has not claimed that 

those entities are unprofitable or that their operations will be forced to close immediately, or that jobs will 

be lost, absent a settlement and sale to Ballard.   

67. According to the P&Ls produced by Garces, those entities are net cash flow positive. 

According to the profit and loss statements provided to LCC’s members in connection with the April 26, 

2018 bankruptcy vote, Amada’s financials show a gross operating profit of $1,434,966 in 2017 and LQ’s 

financials show a gross operating profit of $1,269,747.  See Exhibit C, attached hereto.  
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68. The only major liability disclosed on the Debtors’ schedules is M&T’s claim, under the 

June 2014 M&T Agreements and June 2017 forbearance agreement, however, M&T Bank has taken no 

action against those entities.  Further, Garces has not produced the June 2014 M&T Agreements to date.    

69. In January 2018, SFH made claims that Garces has been, for many years, engaged in self-

dealing with respect to La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter.  Specifically, SFH alleges that Garces has 

been using cash from the operations of La Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter to fund other Garces-owned 

entities, other mixed-investor entities and Garces personally.  SFH is pursuing claims based on those 

allegations in the New Jersey Action, the April 2018 Philadelphia Action and in connection with its motion 

to file suit against M&T Bank in this case.  

70. Garces’ only response to those claims is that he was actually engaged in “intercompany 

loans” and everyone knew or should have known about those loans.  That position isn’t credible.  Garces 

has offered no proof to support it.  He’s offered no loan agreements, history of loan repayments, 

accounting of loan distributions or balances, or evidence of minority investor knowledge of routine 

intercompany loan practices.  His position, in essence, is that he engaged in years of self-dealing, but 

everyone should take him at his word that it was authorized and legitimate.  The IRS is currently 

investigating these same “intercompany loans.” See Exhibit D, attached hereto.  

71. Debtors failed to disclose or quantify the full scope of these claims to the Court, or the 

pending IRS investigation.  Moreover, Debtors failed to analyze SFH’s claim under the Martin standard. 

72. SFH is also pursuing a fraudulent conveyance suit against M&T Bank, on behalf of these 

entities, to preserve the entities’ significant cash from operations to repay creditors.  When Garces 

pledged these entities to M&T Bank, in June 2014, he did not disclose the M&T Bank Agreements, the 

resulting security interest, or his use of the funds for Garces business activities in which SFH had no 

interest.  Garces disclosed the 2017 forbearance agreement to investors only after he entered into the 

agreement, and, at that point, it was fruit of the poisonous tree.    
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73. If SFH succeeds in its litigation, these entities will be solvent again and will be in a position 

to fully repay all creditors.  That is clearly a better outcome for these entities and the entities’ creditors 

than the Settlement Agreement; however, Garces has made no effort to analyze SFH’s claims in support 

of its motion for settlement.  Rather, he acts as if these claims do not exist.      

74. Accordingly, because Garces’ motion for settlement provides no analysis (or even 

mention) of SFH’s intercompany loan claims in the New Jersey and Philadelphia Actions, the IRS 

investigation into Garces’ intercompany loans, or SFH’s fraudulent conveyance claims, his motion must 

fail as to Latin Quarter and La Casa Culinary. 

c. GRG AC1, AC2, AC3, and AC5 

75. GRG AC1, 2 and 3 are entities that were once highly profitable, but the Revel restaurants 

(Amada, Distrito, and Village Whiskey) have now been closed for over four years.  Thus, there is no 

imminent closure or employee jobs at stake.  Indeed, there’s no legitimate purpose for including these 

entities in bankruptcy.  

76. According to Debtors’ bankruptcy filings, Garces recently formed GRG AC5, in March 

2018, for the purpose of operating RMAs out of Ocean Resort (e.g.. Amada and Distrito).  Amada and 

Distrito appear ready to open in place of the same restaurants that operated under GRG AC1, 2 and 3.  

There is no evidence that they would then immediately close absent the Settlement Agreement.   

77. Spinner is an investor in GRG AC1, 2 and 3, through a holding company called Garces 

Revel Holdings, and he is also a creditor of GRG AC1 (undisclosed in Garces’ Schedule for GRG AC1).  

78. To the extent Jose Garces has given up the rights of GRG AC 1, 2, and 3 to operate 

restaurants in Revel/Ocean Resort as part of deal to operate restaurants through RMAs owned by GRG 

AC5, those entities have fraudulent conveyance claims against GRG AC5 and Garces.  Those claims are 

detailed in Spinner’s motion to file a complaint against GRG AC5. 

79. If SFH succeeds in its litigation, GRG AC1, 2, and 3 will have valuable rights to operate 
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RMAs in the Ocean Resort and will be in a position to fully repay all creditors.  That is clearly a better 

outcome for these entities and the entities’ creditors that this Settlement Agreement; however, Garces has 

made no effort to analyze SFH’s claims in support of his motion for settlement.  Rather, he acts as if these 

claims do not exist.   

80. Accordingly, because Garces’ motion for settlement provides no analysis (or even 

mention) of SFH’s fraudulent conveyance claims relating to GRG AC5, his motion must fail. 

81. For all of the reasons stated above, because the proponent of the settlement has the burden 

of persuasion, uncertainty as to the probability of success supports denial of the Motion. See In re Exide 

Technologies, 303 B.R. 48, 69 (Bankr. D. Del. 2003). (“Overall, I conclude that the evidence presented is 

inconclusive as to the likelihood of the plaintiffs or the defendants' success on the merits of the Adversary 

Proceeding should it go to trial. Because the Debtor has failed to demonstrate that the Creditors' 

Committee is not likely to succeed at trial, this factor weights against approval of the settlement.”). 

ii. Difficulties in Collection 

82. The Debtors’ motion fails to analyze the second Martin factor--difficulties in collection—

so that factor weighs against Debtors’ motion.   

83. Debtors assert that “no actions have been instituted among the parties,” and the settling 

parties are not otherwise “seeking to collect monies from each other,” so this factor is inapplicable.  That 

analysis is disingenuous. 

84. In January 2018, upon discovering Garces’ self-dealing, two of his minority investors, SFH 

and Sorkin, demanded an accounting of his intercompany transactions. Two additional minority investors 

-- Saul Ellman and Kim Curcio -- later raised their own concerns about Garces’ conduct.  Garces failed 

to timely respond, and still hasn’t adequately responded to his minority investor allegations to date.  

85. SFH has now filed two lawsuits seeking an accounting and remedies for Garces’ 

intercompany loans, excessive management fees and other misconduct, and SFH recently moved to file 
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another suit on behalf of certain Garces entities against M&T Bank and GRG AC5.  SFH is still seeking 

an accounting of intercompany loans, and Garces’ investors and creditors continue to have actionable 

claims for Garces’ misconduct.   

86. Thus, Garces’ complete failure to address this factor weighs against granting his motion 

for settlement. 

87. In any event, Garces certified to this Court that an outside accounting firm has been 

tracking all intercompany loans, so an accounting should be readily available, but not produced.  That 

failure to produce calls into question the veracity of Garces’ certifications to this Court. 

88. Moreover, SFH’s objections can be addressed, without causing the settlement/sale to 

collapse, by narrowing the Settlement Agreement’s releases. 

89. Garces’ contention that all Garces entities must be included in the bankruptcy sale with full 

releases is belied by his decision to keep numerous Garces entities out of bankruptcy.  Some of those 

entities are solely owned by Garces and will also receive a release, through this Settlement Agreement, 

unless the proposed release is narrowed.  Garces has made no assessment of collectability from Garces 

entities outside of bankruptcy. 

90. Moreover, the Settlement Agreement would provide Garces, personally, with a release of 

all Debtor entity claims, however, Garces has made no disclosure of his personal assets or the collectability 

of assets from Garces personally.  He thus has failed to assess his own financial position and ability to 

pay at the same time he seeks a global release of all claims by the entities that he’s accused of mismanaging 

and through which he engaged in self-dealing. 

91. Finally, the Debtors failed to even identity the claims or litigations that are being released 

in assessing the collectability factor.  That failure alone is dispositive. 

iii. Complexity of the Litigation Involved 

92. The Debtors make no effort to identify the litigations or claims being released, let alone 
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assess the complexity of the litigations, or the expense and delay that would result from litigation.  The 

Debtors, by their own admission, have not considered this factor.  

93. It would be impossible for Debtors to make any statement about the complexity of litigation 

or likelihood of resolution because Debtors have simply made no effort to assess those claims or seek 

resolution.  Indeed, while Debtors have represented to the Court that they have attempted to engage in 

settlement discussions with certain parties, they made no such effort with respect to SFH. 

94. Indeed, at the same time Garces’ investment banker was conducting an auction to generate 

a bidding contest (without success), Garces retained lawyers to chill bidding by making threats of legal 

action, by letter by Certified Mail, against SFH if SFH were to attempt to bid on the Garces assets after 

driving down the bid price by making allegations against Garces.  

95. In any event, SFH’s claims against Garces are straightforward and credible, and courts 

have consistently found that the “complexity” of litigation alone is insufficient to justify approval of the 

Settlement Agreement. See In re Exide Technologies, 303 B.R. 48, 71 (Bankr. D. Del. 2003) (rejecting 

settlement where “the only factor that weights in favor of settlement is . . . the prospect of complex and 

protracted litigation if the settlement is not approved.”). Thus, given the lack of evidence, this Martin 

factor supports denial of Debtor’s Motion. 

iv. Paramount Interest of Creditors 

96. While the Settlement Agreement may be in the interest of Garces, Garces’ secured creditor 

and the buyer, it is clearly not in the interest of the creditors of La Casa Culinary, Latin Quarter, GRG 

Chubb, GRG 2401, GRG AC4 and other entities that would be solvent but for M&T’s purported joint and 

several claims against all Garces entities. 

97. Garces contends that the Settlement Agreement is in the interest of “the estate,” but there 

are seventeen estates.  It is not enough to simply say that the Settlement Agreement is in the paramount 

interest of the estate’s creditors without showing how it would be in the interest of the creditors for each 
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of the distinct estates.  See In re Nationwide Sports Distributors, 227 B.R. 455, 465 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 

1998) (rejecting a proposed settlement by holding that, “I cannot conclude that the debtor has met its 

burden to establish that the settlement overall is in the paramount interests of all creditors and the [sic] in 

the best interest of the estate.” (emphasis added)).  Therefore, without having any notion of what portions 

of the settlement funds will be earmarked for all other creditors and/or interested parties, SFH submits 

that the Court cannot make a full and fair assessment as to the wisdom of the proposed settlement.   

i. Casa Culinary and Latin Quarter.  The three underlying restaurants are profitable 

and would generate significant returns if they were not treated as cash machines for 

GRG.  The unsecured creditors and minority investors would receive a much 

greater return if those restaurants continued as operating businesses and the entities 

challenged and/or settled M&T’s claims directly.   

 

ii. GRG AC4, GRG Chubb, and GRG 2401.  All three entities are profitable, with 

steady cash flow under RMAs and little operating cost.  The unsecured creditors 

and minority investors would receive a much greater return if those restaurants 

continued as operating businesses and the entities challenged and/or settled M&T’s 

claims directly.    

 

iii. GRG AC1, 2 and 3. Garces has failed to articulate any legitimate reason for these 

entities to be in bankruptcy.  They are no longer operating and have not been 

operating for over four years.  The only plausible reasons for including them in 

Garces’ bankruptcy is to wipe out claims that Spinner and other creditors may have 

against GRG AC5, the entity through which Garces is now planning to operate 

restaurants in the Ocean Resort.  This type of fraudulent conveyance is not pro-

creditor.  

  

F. The Settlement Agreement is not the Product of an Arm’s Length Transaction 

98. The Settlement Agreement should not be approved because it was not the product of arm's 

length negotiations by non-conflicted parties.  

99. Courts in the Third Circuit have also placed particular emphasis on the seventh factor of 

the Texaco test: “[t]he extent to which the settlement is truly the product of ‘arms-length’ bargaining, and 

not of fraud or collusion.” In re Exide Techs., 303 B.R. at 68 (citing Texaco); In re Allegheny, 118 B.R. at 

313 (“The final criterion is the extent to which the settlement is truly the product of arm's length 

negotiations and not of fraud or collusion.”). 
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100. A proposed settlement is not the product of arm's length bargaining where it is driven by 

motivations other than maximizing recovery of creditors. See Dacotah Mktg. & Research, L.L.C. v. 

Versatility, Inc., 21 F. Supp. 2d 570, 578 (E.D. Va. 1998) (settlement not arm's length when “the plaintiff 

no longer seeks to gain as much as possible through settlement, but is otherwise motivated”); see also 

Ortiz v. Fibreboard Corp., 527 U.S. 815, 852 (1999) (settlement not arm's length where negotiating party 

had incentives other than realizing “best possible arrangement” for stakeholders). 

101. As noted in SFH’s previous filings (DE 339), the parties to the proposed Settlement 

Agreement are conflicted.  Under the forbearance agreement, M&T Bank controls both M&T’s and the 

Debtors’ decision to sell to Ballard.  Thus, there can be no finding by this Court that the Settlement 

Agreement was the result of arm's length negotiations by independent representatives.  More importantly, 

the express terms of the Settlement Agreement demonstrate the Settlement Agreement is motivated by 

maximizing Debtor’s and M&T’s recoveries: 

i. M&T and Jose Garces will be released from all claims (including the 

claims SFH seeks to pursue derivatively); 

ii. the Debtor’s failure to address the impact of the Settlement 

Agreement on all of its creditors 

102. Indeed, the above provisions prove that the Settlement Agreement was not the result of 

arms' length negotiations and the Debtors and M&T have colluded to place unfair burdens on the Debtor’s 

Estate, Creditors, and SFH for their own benefit-- the granting of releases and exculpation insulating the 

Debtors and M&T from any and all claims. 

103. Rather than grant Debtor’s motion, the Court should permit SFH and other creditors to 

engage in discovery.  

II. The Settlement and Release Agreement is Not Fair and Reasonable 

104. The four-pronged Martin test provides an analytical framework for the “ultimate inquiry,” 
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“whether ‘the compromise is fair, reasonable, and in the interest of the estate[s].’” In re Marvel Entm't 

Group Inc., 222 B.R. 243, 249 (D. Del. 1998). Applying that test, the Settlement Agreement is not fair 

and reasonable. As this Court recently recognized, “a one-sided settlement would be cheered by the side 

it favors even though it is a terrible deal for the side it disfavors.” In re Coram Healthcare Corp., Nos. 

00-3299 (MFW), 003300 (MFW), at *4 2004 WL 2244514 at 8 (Bankr. D. Del. Oct. 5, 2004). 

105. The Debtors have made clear that they do not want to ruffle the feathers of, much less 

litigate against their partner lender M&T Bank. This refusal to litigate, however, does not comport with 

the requirements of Rule 9019. 

III. Debtors’ Motion Should be Denied Because the Settlement Agreement 

Constitutes an Impermissible Sub Rosa Plan. 

 

106. Even if the Settlement Agreement were fair and equitable - which it is not - the Motion 

should still be denied because the Settlement Agreement constitutes an impermissible sub rosa plan. The 

concept of a sub rosa plan, which was first articulated by the Fifth Circuit, has been recognized by courts 

within the Third Circuit. See Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. v. Braniff Airways, Inc. (In re Braniff 

Airways), 700 F.2d 935(5th Cir. 1983); see also In re Decora Indus., 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27031, 24-

25 (D. Del. May 20, 2002); In re Shubh Hotels Pittsburgh, LLC, 439 B.R. 637, 644-645 (Bankr. W.D. Pa. 

2010). 

107. A sub rosa plan arises when a debtor seeks the court's approval of a transaction outside of 

the Chapter 11 plan process that may substantially impact the estate. Court approval of such a transaction 

comes without the Bankruptcy Code protections of the plan of reorganization process. Branniff, 700 F.2d 

at 940. “The Debtor and the Bankruptcy Court should not be able to short circuit the requirements of 

Chapter 11 for confirmation of a reorganization plan by establishing the terms of the plan sub rosa in 

connection with the sale of assets.”  Id.  A transaction constitutes a sub rosa plan if it specifies the terms 

of any future Chapter 11 plan, restructures creditors' rights, and requires parties to release claims against 
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the Debtor. Id.; see also In re Shubh Hotels Pittsburgh, LLC, 439 B.R. at 644-645. 

108. For this reason, the Debtors’ Motion should be denied. See In re Louise's, Inc., 211 B.R. 

798, 801 (D. Del. 1997) (denying approval of settlement upon finding that its terms “exceeded the 

boundaries of a Rule 9019 compromise” by, among other things, granting releases of claims that the debtor 

held for benefit of estate); Motorola, Inc. v. Official Comm. of Unsecured Creditors (In re Iridium 

Operating LLC), 478 F.3d 452, 466 (2d Cir. 2007) (“Under section 363(b) of the Code, ‘[t]he trustee, after 

notice and a hearing may use, sell, or lease, other than in the ordinary course of business, property of the 

estate.’ The trustee is prohibited from such use, sale or lease if it would amount to a sub rosa plan of 

reorganization.”); see also In re Capmark Fin. Grp. Inc., 438 B.R. 471, 513 (Bankr. D. Del. 2010) (“A 

settlement constitutes a sub rosa plan when the settlement has the effect of dictating the terms of a 

prospective chapter 11 plan.”) (internal citations omitted); Pension Benefit Guar. Corp. v. Braniff Airways, 

Inc. (In re Braniff Airways, Inc.), 700 F.2d 935, 940 (5th Cir. 1983) (“[T]he debtor and the Bankruptcy 

Court should not be able to short circuit the requirements of Chapter 11 for confirmation of a 

reorganization plan by establishing the terms of the plan sub rosa . . . .”). 

CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, SFH and Spinner respectfully requests that this Court (i) deny the Debtor’s motion 

to approve the Settlement Agreement; (ii) in the alternative, adjourn the hearing on the Settlement 

Agreement until confirmation of a Chapter 11 plan in these cases, and (iii) grant such other relief as is just 

and proper. 
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Respectfully submitted: 

 

       SPIRO HARRISON 

       

Dated: July 9, 2018          By: /s/ Adlai JJ Small   

              Adlai JJ Small 

Jason C. Spiro 
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY  
Caption in Compliance with D.N.J. LBR 9004-1 

 

PORZIO, BROMBERG & NEWMAN, P.C. 
100 Southgate Parkway 
P.O. Box 1997 
Morristown, New Jersey 07962 
(973) 538-4006 
(973) 538-5146 Facsimile 
Warren J. Martin Jr., Esq. (wjmartin@pbnlaw.com) 
Kelly D. Curtin, Esq. (kdcurtin@pbnlaw.com) 
Rachel A. Parisi, Esq. (raparisi@pbnlaw.com) 
Proposed Counsel to Debtors 

 

 
In Re:  
 
Garces Restaurant Group, Inc., d/b/a Garces Group, et al.,1  
 
   Debtors. 

Case No.: 18-19054 (JNP)  
 
(Joint Administration Pending) 
 
Chapter: 11 
 
Hearing Date: May 21, 2018, at 10:00 a.m. 

 
CERTIFICATION OF JOSE GARCES IN SUPPORT OF DEBTORS' (I) 
OPPOSITION TO THE MOTIONS TO DISMISS OF SPINNER FAMILY 
HOLDINGS LLC AND JIM SORKIN (II) REQUEST TO SET 
DISCOVERY SCHEDULE AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING    

 
 

Jose Garces, a full age, being duly sworn upon his oath deposes and says: 

1. I am the 100% owner, or a substantial majority owner, of each of the seventeen 

(17) Debtor entities which filed the within Chapter 11 bankruptcy petitions on May 2, 2018 (the 

"Petition Date").  I am the president and sole shareholder of the corporate debtor, Garces 

Restaurant Group, Inc., d/b/a Garces Group, and the managing member of each of the other 

debtors, all of whom are LLC Debtors.  I incorporate all of my statements from that certain "First 

                                                            
1 The Debtors in these cases and the last four digits of their employee identification numbers are: GRGAC1, LLC d/b/a Amada 
(7047); GRGAC2, LLC d/b/a Village Whiskey (7079); GRGAC3, LLC d/b/a Distrito Cantina (7109); GRGAC4, LLC (0542); 
Garces Restaurant Group, Inc. d/b/a Garces Group (0697); Latin Valley 2130, LLC; La Casa Culinary, LLC d/b/a Amada 
Restaurant (4127); Garces Catering 300, LLC d/b/a Garces Catering (3791); Latin Quarter Concepts, LLC d/b/a Tinto d/b/a 
Village Whiskey (0067); UrbanFarm, LLC d/b/a JG Domestic (3014); GR300, LLC d/b/a Volver (0347); GRG2401, LLC 
(7222); GRGChubb1, LLC (8350); GRGFC1, LLC (2040); GRGKC1, LLC; GRGWildwood, LLC (9683); and GRGNY2, LLC 
(0475). 
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Day Affidavit" dated May 2, 2018 (ECF Dkt. 2) herein. 

2. I submit this certification on behalf of the Debtors in connection with their 

opposition to the motions to dismiss ("MTD") filed by certain minority shareholders, i.e. Spinner 

Family Holdings, LLC ("SFH"), and James Sorkin ("Sorkin") with respect to the Debtors La 

Casa Culinary, LLC (Amada, Pa.), and Latin Quarter Concepts, LLC (Tinto and Village 

Whiskey), and by Sorkin alone, with respect to the Debtor GRGFC1, LLC (Buena Onda).  I also 

make this certification in support of the Debtors' request to set a discovery schedule for this 

matter and a subsequent date for an evidentiary hearing. 

3. I am a 52.8% owner of the debtor La Casa Culinary, LLC ("LCC" or "Amada"), a 

63% owner of the debtor Latin Quarter Concepts ("LQC" or "Tinto"), and 97.04% owner of the 

debtor GRGFC1, LLC ("GRGFC1" or "Buena Onda").  The debtor Garces Catering 300, LLC, 

(of which I am a 100% owner), owns 6.6% of Amada and 7% of Tinto, and the debtor, GR300, 

LLC (of which I am also a 100% owner) owns 6.6% of Amada. 

4. Scheduled for Wednesday, May 16, 2018 at 11:00 a.m. is the United States 

Trustee's meeting to form a committee of Unsecured Creditors.  Scheduled before this Court for 

Friday, May 18, 2018 at 2:00 p.m. is the Bid Procedures/Stalking Horse Contract hearing. The 

Stalking Horse Bidder, Ballard Brands, has made its offer contingent upon purchasing all the 

assets of these Debtor estates, free and clear of liens, including the assets of the MTD Debtors 

LCC, LQC and GRGFC1 who are the subject of the MTD.  

I. AMADA AND TINTO  

5. At the time I opened my first restaurant, Amada, in 2005, with investments of 

$100,000 from Sorkin, $100,000 from SFH, and $100,000 from me (my life's savings at the 

time); there was no Garces Group, no back office, no finance/accounting group, no human 
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resources department, and no marketing department.  Instead, there was just Jose Garces, Chef, 

with one restaurant (and two investors who had put up $100,000 each, to match my own 

$100,000 investment).  I hired and trained the staff, negotiated all necessary agreements, 

obtained all required permits and generally performed all services from cooking to washing 

dishes, to hiring and firing. 

6. The same went for Tinto restaurant, opened in the following year, 2006, in which 

SFH and Sorkin were also investors, although now upon opening Tinto, my energies were 

divided between two restaurants. 

7. I note that the respective operating agreements for LCC and LQC have always 

required that I, Jose Garces, be the manager of each of these restaurants at a "base salary" of 

$130,000 per year for Amada and one-year later, $120,000 per year for Tinto.  (See LCC 

Operating Agreement, ¶18; LQC Operating Agreement, ¶18). 

8. I note also that the operating agreements required that any and all checks in 

excess of $500 (Amada) and $1,000 (Tinto) be signed by the manager plus one other member 

(See LLC and LQC Operating Agreement, ¶7).    

II. THE ENTERPRISE GROWS/MATURES 

9. During the thirteen year period from 2005 through 2018, paragraph 7 of the 

operating agreements was not followed, nor did Tom Spinner ("Spinner"), principal of SFH, or 

Jim Sorkin ever request that it be followed.  Similarly, while paragraph 18 (Jose Garces as sole 

manager) was honored at the outset, as described below, that paragraph also came to be "honored 

in its breach," with management functions being taken over by the Garces Restaurant Group. 

10. The successes of these early restaurants brought funding for and growth of a 

multitude of other restaurants, including a flood of early additional restaurants that both Messrs. 
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Sorkin and Spinner invested in.  My First Day Affidavit describes the chronological timeline of 

the growth of the Garces Group enterprise at ¶5 and with specificity at Exhibit "B" thereto. 

11. As additional restaurants were added and the enterprise grew, Sorkin and Spinner 

invested in, or were given interests in, restaurants such as 213T Associates, LLC (Rosa Blanca), 

VWOne, LLC (Garces Trading Company), GRGBookies, LLC (the Olde Bar), GRGFC1, LLC 

(Buena Onda), and Garces Revel Holdings, LLC, (Revel Casino entities), and GRGNY1, LLC 

(Amada, NY).  With the full knowledge of Sorkin and Spinner, that expansion required a 

different structure. 

12. The Garces Group "back office" thus came to handle marketing, management and 

accounting functions, human resources, leasing, legal, etc.  As described more precisely below, 

Messrs. Spinner and Sorkin relied upon and dealt with the Garces Group back office on a daily 

basis, when necessary.  In addition, the Garces Group runs the commissary central kitchen which 

provides certain cooking and food preparation services for the Garces Group restaurants in the 

Philadelphia area (opened in 2014) and the test/developmental kitchen located at our 

headquarters at 2401 Walnut Street (opened in 2017).This back office operation evolved over the 

years into the Garces Restaurant Group, Inc. or GRG, Inc., and the entire organization with 

catering, owned restaurants, and managed restaurants, became known as the Garces Group.  The 

Garces Group took day to day management responsibilities off of my plate, and enabled me to 

remain the culinary and creative force of the organization. 

13. Thus, beginning around 2008 or 2009, the Garces Group managed Amada, Tinto 

& Village Whiskey (and many other restaurants) for a management fee equal to 7.5% of gross 

revenues.  At its high point, Garces Restaurant Group, Inc., employed some 28 people, and had 

no income of its own, other than the management fees collected from the entities it managed and 
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operated.   

14. Messrs. Spinner and Sorkin were fully aware that Amada, Tinto and indeed all of 

the entities over the years, were managed by the Garces Group and not only did they never 

complain about this, but they continued to rely on the Garces Group personnel for information 

and they continued to invest in new restaurant concepts through 2016.  In 2015, SFH advanced 

funds and accepted  a  $350,000 promissory note from the Garces Group, Inc., an entity he now 

claims to be ignorant of.  A copy of the Garces Restaurant Group, Inc.'s promissory note in favor 

of SFH is annexed hereto as Exhibit A. 

15. Each of the MTD Debtors has at all times maintained its own bank account, 

currently at M&T Bank: LQC, M&T Bank account No. 0490; LCC, M&T Bank account No. 

0631; and GRGFC1, M&T Bank account No. 8683 (last 4 digits of each account only). 

16. The Movants use the term "cash sweeps" to describe the historical movement of 

funds among debtors. Instead, the Garces Group and their external accountants maintained 

records of "due to" and "due from" on a Debtor-by-Debtor basis. Thus, while the entities were 

operated as an enterprise, and funds moved from Debtor to Debtor within the Garces Group, 

movements of funds were tracked on an individualized basis.  

17.  Over the years, numerous emails, financial presentations and the like, both by 

external and internal financial professionals, too many to list, were shared with Messrs. Spinner 

and Sorkin on behalf of the "Garces Group" of restaurants.  Neither Sorkin nor Spinner ever 

asked: "Who is this Garces Group that is managing at 7.5% of gross revenues?" or, "Why is cash 

moving from one Garces Group entity to another?" 

18. As just one example, millions of dollars in profits from the Debtor Garces 

Catering 300, LLC, an entity I own 100%, were re-invested back into the enterprise including 
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funding start up restaurants or struggling operations that needed to be re-defined or repositioned 

in the market.  Garces Catering 300, LLC currently is owed $3,800,000 from the Garces Group 

enterprise. 

19. As another example, after large distributions to equity investors from 2006 

through 2012, thereafter, SFH and Sorkin, like me, received K-1s for Amada and Tinto year after 

year which showed profits, but no distributions to partners.  We agreed that the real value was 

the Garces brand and the enterprise and we therefore were on the same team in having the profits 

of one entity support start-up costs or losses of another.   

20. Three examples of restaurant entities that SFH and Sorkin invested in which 

benefitted from the enterprise approach were VWONE, LLC (Garces Trading Company 

restaurant) and 213T Associates, LLC (Chifa/Rosa Blanca), and GRGNY1 (Amada, NY) 

restaurants whose significant capital needs after initial funding were funded by the enterprise.  

Garces Trading carries a "due to" payable to the enterprise of some $800,000, while Rosa Blanca 

carries a "due to" payable to the enterprise of $2,900,000, and Amada, NY a "due to" the 

enterprise payable of $1,500,000. 

21. The first that Mr. Spinner or Mr. Sorkin ever complained about the course of 

dealing was late in calendar year 2017 as we began positioning the company for sale, and only 

after Messrs. Spinner and Sorkin had retained counsel.  Suddenly, it appeared that we had never 

provided any information to either gentleman since 2005, and that we were "violating" our 

Operating Agreements, even committing "fraud" or running a "Ponzi".  These allegations were 

asserted in complaints filed by the Movants in the State Courts of New Jersey on April 2, 2018, 

in that certain amended complaint captioned Spinner Family Holdings LLC, Tom Spinner and 

Maria Spinner vs. GRG Chubb1, LLC, et al., Case No. MON-L-00354-18, and in the 
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Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas on April 30, 2018 in that certain action captioned Spinner 

Family Holdings LLC et al. vs Garces et al., Case ID 180404626. 

22. A quick review of emails going back to 2012 (I was not able to review all of the 

older emails due to constraints of time available to respond to this motion) reveals that 

intercompany loans were the rule rather than the exception, and that Sorkin and Spinner were at 

all times fully aware. 

III. THE M&T LOAN 

23. M&T Bank conducted extensive due diligence over the better part of 6 months in 

connection with closing on our consolidating June 23, 2014 loan.  Obviously, M&T concluded in 

making the loan there was an ability of the enterprise to repay the debt, and I certainly had every 

intention and belief that based on our growth trajectory, we would fully repay. Of course, just 10 

weeks later, we lost $13.5 million in revenue and $2.2 million in EBITDA on an annualized 

basis when the Revel Casino closed.  Nonetheless, I still believed, with a new Amada NY in the 

works and a strong EBITDA projection there, that we would continue our growth trajectory and 

would easily repay the M&T debt.   

24. Both Messrs. Spinner (on behalf of SFH) and Sorkin were involved in and 

knowledgeable of the lead up to the M&T transaction, and its closing.  Both received direct 

distributions of closing funds in the amounts of $689,425.19 (Spinner) and $55,412.68 (Sorkin), 

and both signed consents to the transaction.  See Para. 32 infra and Exhibit H, which contains 

copies of the checks. 

25. As if that were not enough M&T consideration for SFH and Sorkin, the following 

entities in which Spinner and Sorkin were investors, received direct draws of M&T loan 

proceeds on which the following amounts remain due and owing today: 
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GRGBookies (Sorkin is investor) $486,000 
Buena Onda (Sorkin is investor) $523,000 

Amada NYC (SFH & Sorkin, total invested) $2,200,000 

Corporate Credit Card (Funding Liquor Purchases for all 
restaurants) 

$500,000 

 $3,709,000.00 

See Forbearance Agreement which is Exhibit E to my First Day Affidavit, at page 7 (ECF Dkt. 

No. 2) 

26. Six months before the M&T closing, on January 17, 2014 the Garces Group's 

Vice President of Finance wrote to Tom Spinner, enclosing "a listing of debt that involves you 

across the company," and advising that:  

"I met with the lender earlier this week and we are submitting a package to them 
to tie all of our debt together throughout the company. As part of this package, we 
are looking to draw to pay you and the partners back for the most recent 
contribution for GTC and Rosa Blanca. This would mean about $720,000 to you 
when this is complete. Additionally, Cohen Resnick is working on completing the 
valuation so that we can re-organize the company to provide equity to all 
partners." 
 

(Emphasis added.)  A copy of this email, and its attachments, is annexed hereto as Exhibit B. 

27. On March 20, 2014, Mr. Poyser wrote to both Spinner and Sorkin to advise on the 

"pending consolidation/reorganization of entities" and further advising that their prior year's K-

1's would be issued shortly.  Mr. Poyser advised: "Please feel free to reach out with any 

additional questions or concerns. I will reach out in the very near future to schedule a partner 

meeting to discuss the reorganization of the company."  A copy of the March 20 email is 

annexed hereto as Exhibit C.  

28. On June 5, 2014, Mr. Poyser wrote to Spinner advising that "we've secured 

commitment for a senior credit facility from M&T Bank and should have valuations any day 

now to schedule the consolidation meeting. It feels pretty good to be so close to the finish line 
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and I think it will provide value for all involved."  A copy this email is annexed hereto as 

Exhibit D.  

29. On June 11, 2014, Mr. Poyser wrote to Spinner and Sorkin and advising that the 

Garces Group had finally obtained the "lender commitment for development funding."  A copy 

of this email is annexed hereto as Exhibit E. 

30. On or about June 30, 2014 Mr. Poyser discussed the consents that the Bank was 

requiring in connection with the loan with Spinner and Sorkin and obtained signed copies of 

those consents back from each of them.  A package of relevant emails is annexed hereto as 

Exhibit F.   

31. On July 18, 2014, Mr. Poyser wrote to Spinner and Sorkin seeking certain 

documents required by M&T Bank in preparation for Spinner and Sorkin to receive their closing 

distributions.  Copies of various Sorkin and Spinner communications to this effect are annexed 

hereto as Exhibit G.   

32. On or about July 28, 2014, final arrangements were made for Spinner and Sorkin 

to receive their direct closing distributions from M&T Bank, and those distributions were made. 

Copies of the relevant emails and related materials are annexed hereto as Exhibit H. 

33. As evidenced by our year end December 31, 2014 financial statement, 25% of the 

M&T loan balance of $3,790,437 as of December 31, 2014 was used to repay $938,153 in 

member loans, not $1.00 of which was paid to me.  An excerpt from the financial statement is 

annexed hereto as Exhibit I. 

34. In addition to the foregoing, each of SFH and Sorkin's professionals had regular 

and frequent access to the Garces Group's financial team for the regular provision of information.  

A group of emails running from 2014 through 2017 evidencing this is annexed hereto as Exhibit 
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J. 

IV. POSITIONING THE GARCES GROUP FOR SALE 

35. Beginning in late August of 2017, and following our execution of the Forbearance 

Agreement (which again both Spinner and Sorkin consented to, in writing (See Exhibit F, hereto) 

discussions began with Sorkin and his company, Julius Silvert, Inc., about positioning the 

company for a sale.  At that time, we had switched away from Julius Silvert, Inc. to another food 

vendor, and Sorkin threatened to bring a lawsuit alleging fraud which would cause "massive 

reputational damage."  Sorkin demanded payments to Silvert in return for not filing the action, 

and beginning on August 23, 2017 and continuing through February 2018 we made a total of 

$250,000 in forbearance payments to Julius Silvert, Inc.  A copy of the schedule of payments 

made to Julius Silvert, Inc. is annexed hereto as Exhibit K.  Additionally, the Debtors 

Investment Banker provided Mr. Sorkin's counsel, William Harvey Esq., with access to its data 

room in order to review all company financial records and data that was being made available to 

prospective purchases in connection with their due diligence.  As recently as the Petition Date, 

Mr. Harvey was downloading documents from the data room, at which time his access was 

discontinued. 

36. Although SFH was not initially involved in these discussions, which had begun in 

earnest in the Fall of 2017, Mr. Harvey did advise us that he was speaking regularly with 

Spinner.  Later in the Fall of 2017, the Garces Group was introduced to Mr. Spinner's legal team.  

Like Mr. Sorkin, Mr. Spinner's legal team was brought up to speed on all aspects of the proposed 

sale transaction by January of 2018.  Both received the letter of intent from Ballard Brands dated 

January 22, 2018, offering to buy the companies for substantially more value than is currently 

being offered.   
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37. Both SFH and Sorkin received financial statements and K-1s for their investment 

each and every year.  Both were provided with adequate information to evaluate the Ballard 

Brands offer and indeed were offered significant dollars to resolve their issues (to be paid out of 

Ballard closing proceeds) without the necessity of filing a bankruptcy.  Unfortunately, no offer 

was ever accepted and both Spinner and Sorkin moved forward with their litigations, which I 

believe were designed to cause reputational damage.  

38. In part due to the Movants' litigations, the Ballard's advised that they would not 

move forward with a transaction unless they could close on a purchase of assets "free and clear" 

of liens, claims and encumbrances. 

V. FILING THE PETITION FOR LCC, LQC, AND GRGFC1 

39. The operating agreements for LCC, LQC, and GRGFC1, do not require, nor do 

they provide in any way for meetings of members.   However, they do by their terms require the 

"consent" of minority members to certain decisions, with those consents being measured 

differently depending upon the operating agreement at issue.   For example, the La Casa 

Culinary agreement requires a head count of members, irrespective of ownership percentages, 

whereas the Latin Quarter Concepts agreement requires the managing member "plus one" to 

agree to a major decision. 

40. On April 20, 2016, notwithstanding the fact that the operating agreements do not 

provide for "meetings," we noticed member meetings of the three entities for April 26, 2018, in 

Philadelphia, for the purpose of providing information to the minority shareholders to hopefully 

obtain their consents, in the appropriate percentages, to filing the bankruptcies. 

41. On the morning of April 26, 2018, with a significant concern that we would not 

obtain the consent of SFH or Sorkin no matter how compelling the business and legal case for 
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Chapter 11 filing, I made "Permitted Transfers" by assigning (a) 6.6% of my Membership 

interests in La Casa Culinary, LLC, i.e., (10% of the amount I previously owned) to GR300, 

LLC, an entity owned 100% by me, (b) another 6.6% of my Membership interests in La Casa 

Culinary, LLC (10% of the amount I previously owned) to Garces Catering 300, LLC, an entity 

owned 100% by me, and (c) 7% of my Membership interests in Latin Quarter Concepts, LLC 

(10% of the amount I previously owned), to Garces Catering 300, LLC, an entity owned 100% 

by me.   

42. As a result of these transfers, La Casa Culinary, LLC had five (5) Members going 

in to its Members' meeting, as follows:  Jose Garces, 52.8%; SFH, 25%, Jim Sorkin, 8.5%, 

GR300, LLC, 6.6%, and Garces Catering 300, LLC, 6.6%.  John Fioretti, the CEO of Garces 

Group, served as proxy at the meeting for Jose Garces, GR300, LLC, and Garces Catering 300, 

LLC.  Jason Spiro, Esq., served as proxy for SFH, a 25% member.  Jim Sorkin, the 8.5% 

member, was present in person, with counsel.   

43. Similarly as a result of these  transfers,  Latin Quarter Concepts, LLC had four (4) 

Members going in to its Members' meeting, as follows: Jose Garces, 63%; Garces Catering 300, 

LLC, 7%; SFH, 19%; Jim Sorkin, 11%.  Again, John Fioretti, CEO of Garces Group, served as 

proxy at the meeting for Jose Garces, now a 63% owner, as well as for Garces Catering 300, 

LLC, a 7% member.  Jason Spiro, Esq., served as proxy for SFH, a 19% member, and 11% 

member, Jim Sorkin, was present in person, with counsel. 

44. Copies of the three assignments which I am advised were handed to all parties 

along with proxy forms at the outset of each meeting, and marked by the court reporter, are 

annexed hereto as Exhibit L. 

45. As a result of the vote at the meetings, Bankruptcy proceedings for LCC and LQC 
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were filed with strict adherence to the very operating agreements which Sorkin and Spinner have 

contended in their papers must be strictly construed.  

46. Even had I not made the "Permitted Transfers" prior to the meeting,  my view is 

that Messrs. Spinner and Sorkin were not properly exercising their fiduciary duties to all 

stakeholders and instead were focused on using litigation leverage to obtain preferential 

treatment of their own claims and equity interests over and above the claims of unsecured 

creditors as a whole.  With a motivation to maximize value for all stakeholders, I authorized the 

filing of the petitions for LCC and LQC.  

47. For the same reasons, and based on Mr. Sorkin's conflict of interest through Julius 

Silvert, Inc., I authorized the filing of the GRGFC1, LLC bankruptcy proceeding in the face of 

Mr. Sorkin's 2.96% "no" vote.  Sorkin has shown a concern limited to repayment of his affiliated 

entity's debt, plus a return on his equity investment, rather than a concern for the equal treatment 

of all creditors.  In the face of this, I submit that his 2.97% "no" vote with respect to consenting 

to the bankruptcy filing of GRGFC1 should not be followed.  

[signature page to follow] 
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I hereby certify, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing statements made by me are 

true.  

 

Dated:  May 15, 2018      /s/ Jose Garces   
             Jose Garces   
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SPIRO HARRISON 
Jason C. Spiro 
Adlai JJ Small 
830 Morris Turnpike, 2nd Floor 
Short Hills, NJ 07078 
(973) 232-0881 
jspiro@spiroharrison.com 
asmall@spiroharrison.com 
 
 
Attorneys for Movant Spinner Family Holdings, LLC 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

 
   
In re: 
 
GARCES RESTAURANT GROUP, INC., 
d/b/a Garces Group, et al., 
 
             Debtors. 
 

 
BANKRUPTCY  
CASE NO: 18-19054 (JNP) 

 
   
SPINNER FAMILY HOLDINGS LLC  
 
Appellant, 
 
v. 
 
GARCES RESTAURANT GROUP, et. al. 
 
Appellee. 
 

 
 
CIV. ACTION NO.1:18CV10159 (RBK) 

 

CERTIFICATION OF TOM SPINNER 
 

I, Tom Spinner, of full age, hereby certify as follows: 

 I make this Certification in support of Spinner Family Holdings, LLC’s (“SFH’s”). 

Motion for a Stay pending the appeal of the bankruptcy court’s denial of SFH’s motion to 
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dismiss. 

 
A. Introduction 

 

1. SFH is an investment entity that holds Membership interests in restaurants opened 

together with Jose A. Garces (“Garces”).  I am the principal of SFH.   

2. I first met Garces in or about 2005.  At that time, my son Tim was working for 

Garces as a chef at Stephen Starr’s restaurant El Vez.  Garces was a relatively unknown chef, but 

Tim spoke very highly of him.  Tim explained to me that Garces was looking to open his own 

restaurant and he needed investors.   

3. I met with Garces at a Starbucks in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.  He shared his plans 

and his portfolio with me.  I was impressed by his presentation and I thought his restaurant concept 

looked promising. 

B. Amada (La Casa Culinary, LLC)   

4. I recognized that Garces had no track record of founding new restaurants and that 

any investment would involve risk.  Thus, it was very important to me that SFH’s investment 

would be protected by an operating agreement with checks against Garces’ unilateral control.  

Garces assured me that SFH would be protected, and that SFH would have Member voting rights 

and protections under an operating agreement.  Garces said his lawyer would prepare the operating 

agreement. 

5. There were only three investors in Amada.  SFH invested $100,000, Jim Sorkin 

(“Sorkin”) invested $100,000, and Garces, personally, invested $100,000.  We were investing in 

Amada through an entity called La Casa Culinary, LLC (“LCC”). 
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6. Garces’s lawyer, Philip Neuer, prepared and negotiated the operating agreement 

for LCC.  See Affidavit of Philip Neuer, attached hereto as Ex. A (“I was the attorney for Jose 

Garces in connection with the formation of La Casa Culinary, LLC,” and (ii) “I prepared and 

negotiated the operating agreement for La Casa Culinary.”) (emphasis added).    

7. In exchange for my investment in LCC, I negotiated and received minority 

Member protections for SFH in the operating agreement, including Major Decision voting rights 

to protect SFH from the unilateral actions of Garces as Managing Member.  See LCC Operating 

Agreement (“LCC Operating Agreement”), attached hereto as Ex. B.  Under the LCC Operating 

Agreement: 

a. Garces would be the initial Managing Member.  He would make all day-to-day 
decisions and take on responsibility for protecting the interests of the company 
and its Members. 
 

b. Section 8 provided Members with rights to quarterly distributions from Net 
Income according to their Percentage Interests, as well as Minimum Tax 
Distributions. 
 

c. Section 10 provided Members with voting rights for Major Decisions such as 
selling the company, adding new members, encumbering the company’s assets, 
increasing Garces’ compensation, and filing for bankruptcy.  By express 
agreement, Major Decision votes were not tied to Percentage Interests.  Each 
Member, SFH, Sorkin and Garces had one vote.  This protected us from 
unilateral actions by Garces.   
 

d. Section 7 required Garces to maintain a bank account for LCC that would be 
used for all operating cash of Amada.  Garces needed the consent of one other 
Member for cash transfers above $500.  The purpose of this provision was to 
protect cash from LCC operations from mismanagement or self-dealing.  
 

e. While certain provisions of the LCC Operating Agreement governed the 
transfer of Percentage Interests (Sections 11-13), I understood those provisions 
to apply to a Member’s economic interests.  I did not believe that Garces could 
dilute our voting rights by adding new voting Members without a Major 
Decision vote.  
 

8. In the Fall of 2005, SFH committed an additional $150,000 to LCC in exchange 
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for an increased Percentage Interest.  We amended the operating agreement and SFH’s Percentage 

Interest increased to 25.5%.  Our voting rights and interests stayed the same.  Over the last thirteen 

years, we haven’t made any other amendments to the LCC Operating Agreement.  See LCC 

Amended Operating Agreement, attached hereto as Ex. C. 

9. In 2005, Garces also asked Sorkin and SFH to help him purchase the building for 

Amada.  He needed our credit to obtain a mortgage.  Sorkin and I extended our credit to acquire 

the building for Amada, and we personally guaranteed the mortgage for approximately $1.7 

million.  We formed any entity called TJJ Realty Co. (“TJJ”) and entered into an operating 

agreement.  Under the TJJ Operating Agreement, each Member, SFH, Sorkin and Garces, received 

a 1/3 Percentage Interest in TJJ.  TJJ owns the Amada lease.  As with LCC, the TJJ Operating 

Agreement provided us with voting rights and protections.  See TJJ Operating Agreement, attached 

hereto as Ex. D. 

10. The TJJ investment made our voting rights in Amada even more important.  If 

something went wrong with Amada, such as a bankruptcy filing, I could be personally held liable 

for any default on the mortgage for Amada’s building.  That would be over $1.7 million in personal 

exposure.   

11. Amada was a highly successful restaurant.  We received distributions of Net 

Income from LCC for the years 2006 through about 2012. 

12. Garces stopped those distributions by about 2013.  Garces told me that he was 

withholding distributions because he was working on a reorganization plan to propose to his 

investors.  Garces assured me that unpaid distributions would be escrowed.  I trusted him.  He 

never told me that he was spending Amada’s cash on start-up costs or operating costs for other 
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restaurants.  I’ve still been paying taxes on Amada’s profits every year that he’s withheld 

distributions.  Even now, when Garces now claims that Amada, Tinto and Village Whiskey were 

insolvent and/or part of a larger enterprise, I still received individual entity K1 Forms this Spring, 

and I still have substantial tax liability for LCC’s 2017 profits.  Garces made no distributions to 

LCC’s Members for 2017, and he’s now claiming that LCC has hundreds of thousands of dollars 

in liabilities.  Where did the money go? 

13. According to the P&L’s Garces provided to his Members in connection with his 

April 26, 2018 bankruptcy vote, Amada continues to be highly profitable.  Amada’s financials 

show Gross Operating Profit of $1,434,966 in 2017.  See Amada P&L, attached hereto as Ex. E.  

Amada’s balance sheet shows positive equity.  Id.  I don’t see a basis to file for bankruptcy for 

LCC. 

C. Tinto and Village Whiskey (Latin Quarter Concepts, LLC) 
 
14. In or about 2006, Jose Garces approached me to invest in a new restaurant called 

Tinto and I agreed.    

15. SFH, Garces and Sorkin were the only three investors. 

16. SFH invested $158,333, Sorkin invested $91,667, and Garces, personally, invested 

$0.  Garces received a 70% Membership Interest for his $0 investment.  

17. We invested in Tinto through an entity called Latin Quarter Concepts, LLC 

(“LQ”). 

18. As consideration for SFH’s investment, Garces provided me with an operating 

agreement for LQ prepared by his then lawyer Rob Keddie.  As with LCC, I negotiated for terms 

to protect the minority investors.  I still have a copy of the draft operating with my handwritten, 
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marked-up notes that I provided to Garces in June 2006.  See LQ Operating Agreement Mark-Up, 

attached hereto as Ex. F.  The Member protections in Section 10 remained unchanged from the 

LCC operating agreement.  I made the following mark-ups: 

a. In Section 7, Company Bank Account, the draft operating agreement required 
the consent of the Manager and at least one Member for the transfer of amounts 
exceeding $75,000.  I changed that amount to $1,000. 
 

b. In Section 8, Distributions of Cash Flow, I added language to require agreement 
by the “Majority of the Members” in order to reduce quarterly distributions 
based on additions to the Company’s reserves. 
 

c. In Section 13, Permitted Transfers, I struck a paragraph that would have 
provided a right for Garces to unilaterally take control of LQ: “Notwithstanding 
any other provisions in the Agreement to the contrary, if and when the 
cumulative distribution of Net Cash Flow to the Members, except for Jose 
Garces, equal two (2) times  their respective initial Capital Contribution, Jose 
Garces shall have the sole and exclusive right to purchase the other Members 
interests in the Company.” 
 

d. In Section 16, Purchase Price, I added language to provide that the value of the 
Company would be determined, “as mutually agreed upon by a Majority Vote 
of the Members.” 
 

e. In Section 18, Compensation, the draft operating agreement provided for Jose 
Garces to receive an initial management fee of 5.5% of the annual gross sales 
of the Company.  I changed the amount to $10,000 per month. (“See #18 of 
Amada Operating Agreement. Pro-forma financials show $10,000 per 
month.”). 
 

19. By email dated June 21, 2006, Garces accepted my mark-ups and attached an 

operating agreement for my signature.  I accepted and executed an LQ Operating Agreement with 

those mark ups, as well as the Member protections in Section 10 and throughout the LQ Operating 

Agreement.  See LQ Operating Agreement, attached hereto as Ex. G.  

20. My mark-ups and Garces’ acceptance of those mark-ups in the final LQ Operating 

Agreement is consistent with my understanding that the operating agreements for LCC and LQ 
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did not permit Garces to exercise unilateral control over Major Decisions or other critical 

determinations affecting our interests in the business.  He wasn’t permitted to increase the number 

of voting Members without a Major Decision vote.  Without those protections, I would not have 

invested with Garces in those entities, and numerous other entities that use operating agreements 

with the same language and protections.  

21. After my initial investment in LQ, Garces asked me to invest more money in LQ 

to help fund the opening of a neighboring restaurant called Village Whiskey and for working 

capital.  I invested an additional $226,416 and extended my credit to Garces to guarantee additional 

loans of $550,000. 

22. Tinto and Village Whiskey were very successful.  We received Net Income 

distributions from LQ from 2006 through about 2012. 

23. Garces stopped those distributions by about 2013 for the same reasons as LCC.  

I've still been paying taxes on LQ’s profits every year that he withheld distributions.  Even now, 

when Garces claims that Amada, Tinto and Village Whiskey are insolvent and/or part of a larger 

enterprise, I still received individual entity K1 Forms and still have substantial tax liability for the 

individual entities’ profits.  Garces made no distributions to LQ’s Members for 2017, and he’s now 

claiming that LQ has hundreds of thousands of dollars in liabilities.  Again, where did the money 

go?     

24. According to the P&L's Garces provided to his Members in connection with his 

April 26, 2018 bankruptcy vote, LQ continues to be highly profitable.  LQ’s financials show Gross 

Operating Profit of $1,269,747 in 2017.  See Tinton P&L, attached hereto as Ex. H.  LQ’s balance 

sheet shows positive equity.  Id.  I don’t see a basis to file for bankruptcy for LQ. 
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D. Chifa and Rosa Blanca (213T Associates, LLC)  

25. In or about the Fall of 2007, Garces approached me to invest in a new restaurant 

concept called Chifa.   

26. For the Chifa investment, I introduced Garces to my friends Saul Ellman and Kim 

Curcio.  SFH, Garces, Sorkin, Saul Ellman, and Curcio Holdings, LLC were the only five investors 

in Chifa. 

27. We each made a $100 capital contribution and invested additional capital through 

a promissory note with a four-year loan term and an interest rate of 3.697% per annum.  SFH 

invested $923,477, Curcio invested $275,000, Ellman invested $225,000, Sorkin invested $76,523, 

and Garces, personally, invested $0.  Garces received a 51% Membership Interest for his $0 

investment.   

28. We invested in Chifa through an entity called 213T Associates, LLC ("213T"). 

29. As consideration for SFH's investment, Garces provided SFH with an operating 

agreement for 213T prepared by his then lawyer Rob Keddie.  See 213T Operating Agreement, 

attached hereto as Ex. I.  As with the earlier agreements, I negotiated for terms to protect the 

minority investors. 

30. My wife and I also personally guaranteed Chifa’s lease at 707 Chestnut Street, 

Philadelphia, PA. 

31. Chifa was unsuccessful.  Garces proceeded to approach me on multiple occasions 

requesting additional funds to help “bail-out” Chifa.  In or about 2013, I invested an additional 

$604,235, split into two separate investments, to help Garces re-launch Chifa as Rosa Blanca.   

32. I lost most of my $1.5 million investment in Chifa and Rosa Blanca. 
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33. In the Fall of 2017, the Landlord for Chifa sued my wife and me personally, under 

our personal guarantees, based on Garces’ default (non-payment) on the Chifa lease.   

E. Garces Trading Company (VWONE, LLC) 

34. In 2008, Jose Garces approached me to invest in another concept called Garces 

Trading Company (“GTC”).   

35. SFH, Garces, Sorkin, Saul Ellman, and Curcio Holdings, LLC are the only five 

investors in GTC. 

36. Each investor made a $100 capital contribution and made an additional investment 

through a promissory note with a five-year loan term and interest rate of 3.697% per annum.  SFH 

invested $315,000, Curcio invested $150,000, Ellman invested $200,000, Sorkin invested $35,000, 

and Garces, personally, invested $0.  Garces received a 51% Membership Interest for his $0 

investment.   

37. We invested in GTC through an entity called VWONE, LLC ("VWONE"). 

38. As consideration for SFH's investment, Garces provided SFH with an operating 

agreement for VWONE prepared by his then lawyer Rob Keddie.  See VWONE Operating 

Agreement, attached hereto as Ex. J.  As with the earlier agreements, I negotiated for terms to 

protect the minority investors. 

39. Garces approached me on multiple occasions requesting additional funds for 

GTC’s working capital.  I invested an additional $243,900.  I lost most of my total $550,000 

investment in GTC.  

40. I understand that Garces did not file for bankruptcy for GTC. 
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F. Revel Restaurants (Amada, Village Whiskey, and Distrito) 

41. In 2012, Garces approached me about helping him open three new restaurants in 

Revel.  He said he needed my credit to help secure financing. 

42. We used my house as collateral to secure financing of $1,280,000.   

43. In exchange, I personally received 10% of Garces’ interests in Revel through a 

holding company called Garces Revel Holdings, LLC. 

44. Garces opened three successful restaurants in Revel, Amada (GRG AC1, LLC), 

Village Whiskey (GRG AC2, LLC), and Distrito (GRG AC3, LLC).  Garces Revel Holdings was 

the primary owner of all three restaurants. 

45. In 2013, Garces approached me to invest more in Revel.  I invested $250,000 in 

GRG AC1.  In 2013, Garces opened a noodle bar called Yuboku under the GRG AC1 entity. 

46. The Revel restaurants were successful, resulting in distributions from Garces 

Revel Holdings.  When Revel closed, so did the restaurants.  Garces always told me that Garces 

Revel Holdings, through GRG AC1, 2 and 3, maintained rights in opening future restaurants in 

Revel or any successor to Revel, and that I would have a Member interest in any future operations 

at Revel or its successor if Garces resumed operations.  

47. I understand that Garces filed for bankruptcy on behalf of GRG AC1, 2 and 3, but 

not for Garces Revel Holdings.  I’ve requested information about Garces’ current plans for Revel 

(now Ocean Resort) but Garces has not responded.  He has not kept me informed about his current 

plans for Revel (now Ocean Resort) or the status of my stake in Garces Revel Holdings or our 

interest in future business in Revel (now Ocean Resort).   
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G. Amada NY and Garces’ Proposed Reorganization 

48. In 2014, Terry Poyser of Garces Restaurants contacted me to propose the 

consolidation or reorganization of certain debt for Garces entities.  Garces knew that I had concerns 

about the substantial losses in Chifa and GTC (for SFH, Curcio, Ellman and Sorkin).  Terry said 

the reorganization proposal would address those concerns.  

49. Terry Poyser described two phases for Garces’ proposed reorganization. First, 

Garces was working with a lender to tie together debt from the Garces entities and make loan 

payments to the Members of Chifa and GTC.  Garces sent me a spreadsheet showing that SFH had 

about $2.3 million in outstanding loans to Chifa and GTC and exposure to an additional $3.3 

million in guarantees to WSFS in connection with Garces’ entities.  Garces proposed repayment 

of about $720,000 in outstanding loans for Chifa and GTC through a debt consolidation. Second, 

Garces would prepare a reorganization to provide all Members in Chifa and GTC equity in a new 

holding company. Garces said Cohn Reznick was working on completing valuations for the 

reorganization.  Everything would be documented in an agreement to restructure the companies 

using the new holding company. 

50. The reorganization proposal was appealing because it meant that we would be  paid 

back some of our loans to Chifa and GTC, and we could all receive an equity stake in a holding 

company reflecting our contributions to the Garces entities.  

51. At the same time, Terry Poyser proposed an investment in a New York restaurant 

concept that would later become Amada NY.  Garces was seeking a $450,000 commitment to 

provide security for the landlord.  Terry said, because I had invested so much in the Garces entities, 

they would understand if I wanted to wait for the loan repayment on my recent investments in 
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Chifa and GTC before investing more in a new restaurant. 

52. In or about Spring 2014, SFH provided Garces with a $357,800 LOC for the 

Amada NY landlord's security and $91,620.65 for the first month's rent while we all waited for the 

reorganization proposal from Garces.  See LOC, attached hereto as Ex. K. 

53. Between January and June 2014, Garces continued to promise me and other 

investors a proposal for reorganization and associated valuations from Cohn Reznick.  On or about 

June 30, 2014, Terry Poyser called me to say that they needed my consent on some documents to 

complete a loan consolidation.  He said this was the first step toward reorganization.  It was my 

understanding that Garces was consolidating about $2 million in WSFS Bank loans, and the 

consolidation was a necessary step before providing investors with a reorganization option.  I 

signed the one-page consents based on Garces’ representations.  Garces did not disclose to me that 

(i) on June 24, 2014, prior to Terry’s call to me, Garces had already entered into security and credit 

agreements with M&T Bank, (ii) he consolidated $4 million of debt using the assets from SFH's 

investments, (iii) he took out an additional $4.5 million in credit for future projects, and (iv) he 

secured an additional $500,00 for a Garces Group corporate credit card using those assets.   

54. In or about July or August 2014, I received a payment of approximately $689,000 

for my promissory notes in Chifa and GTC.  Those payments amounted to about 1/3 of SFH’s 

approximate $2.1 million investment in those entities (a $1.4 million loss).  That was the only 

payment I ever received.  I also continued to face exposure under my personal guarantee in 

connection with the Chifa lease.   

55. I saw that Garces’ Certification suggests that the $689,000 payment of due and 

owing loans was consideration for consenting to the M&T deal.  I only agreed to Garces’ 
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consolidation because (i) Garces said he would make a reorganization proposal to his investors 

and (ii) based on Garces’ representations about the amount and nature of the loan consolidation.  

Ex. L.   

56. Garces never informed me of the true nature of his agreements with M&T Bank.  

I did not know that he used my investment assets to secure $9 million in credit from M&T Bank.  

He never provided me with the Security or Credit Agreement or any other underlying agreement.  

He never said he was spending funds obtained through SFH’s investment assets on opening new 

restaurants or funding the working capital needs of Amada NY and many other restaurants in 

which I had no investment stake.    I would have objected to his consolidation plans if he had told 

me the truth about the M&T debt. 

57. In August 2014, and many times after, I asked about the promised reorganization 

proposal.  The proposal never materialized.  I never received a valuation from Cohn Renznick or 

any other firm.  I never saw a proposed holding company agreement.  I’m unaware of Garces 

conducting a reorganization.  He pulled the rug out from under his investors, but worse yet, he’s 

now acting as if he went through with a reorganization.   

58. In the Fall of 2014, Garces continued to press me for investment funds for Amada 

NY.  I initially invested a total of $750,000 together with Garces and Sorkin in an entity called 

BPNY Holdings LLC, which was an entity that would eventually invest in Amada NY (GRG NY1, 

LLC).  Garces provided me with an operating agreement to protect my investment. 

59. My understanding is that Garces experienced cost overruns and delays in opening 

Amada NY.  By the Spring of 2016, he still hadn’t opened Amada NY. 

60. In or about April 2016, Garces approached me to invest more in Amada NY.  I 
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was skeptical about investing more in Amada NY given the issues with Garces getting the 

restaurant open. 

61. Garces put together a proposal to protect SFH’s investment.  See Email 

Solicitation for Amada NY, attached hereto as Ex. M.  Garces promised an accelerated return on 

SFH’s investment and offered to guarantee that return using three Garces-owned entities that held 

restaurant management agreements (“RMAs”), GRG AC4, GRG Chubb and GRG 2401.  Garces 

promised a minimum repayment of $500,000 per year, backed by the three guarantors, if SFH 

were to invest $1,500,000.  Garces represented that these were safe guarantors because the RMAs 

received cash flow of $775,000 per year and had little to no operating costs.  He also promised to 

protect SFH’s investment with an operating agreement.   

62. SFH agreed to invest an additional $750,000 directly in GRG NY1 based on 

Garces’ promise to guarantee his SFH’s investment with three RMAs with a minimum payment 

of $250,000 per year.  Garces accepted.  

63. Garces’ agents placed significant pressure on me to immediately fund the 

$750,000, prior to Garces sending me the operating agreement or guarantee.  See Email April 13, 

2016, attached hereto as Ex. N.  I funded the $750,000 based on Garces’ representation that the 

documents would soon follow.  They didn’t.   

64. After months of follow up requests, Garces finally sent me the operating 

agreement for GRG NY1, and the guarantee agreement with GRG AC4, GRG Chubb and GRG 

2401 as guarantors.  See Amended Guarantee, attached hereto as Ex. O. 

65. Unbeknownst to me, just two months later, in December 2016, M&T Bank 

declared Garces in default of the Credit and Security Agreements (that he still had never disclosed 
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to me).  In response, I’ve now learned, Garces pledged GRG AC4, GRG Chubb and GRG 2401 to 

M&T Bank, destroying the value of my guarantees without disclosing the pledge. 

66. Subsequently, in April 2017, I asked Garces for payment on the Guarantee.  He 

said he would look into it.  He did not tell me that he was pledging the three RMAs to M&T Bank. 

67. In June 2017, Garces entered into a forbearance agreement with M&T Bank, 

through which, I now realize, he further pledged all of his interests in LCC, LQ and many other 

Garces entities, again without first disclosing it to me.  See Ex. P.   

68. In July 2017, Garces informed me of the M&T forbearance agreement, after the 

fact, and sought my consent.  See Email requesting consent to forbearance, attached hereto as Ex. 

Q. 

H. Garces’ Attempt to Sell All Garces Entities as if they were Part of a Single Enterprise  

69. It is my understanding that, starting in or about August 2017, Garces retained an 

investment banker at Cohn Reznick Capital to attempt to sell all or most of Garces’ entities as a 

single Garces enterprise.  Garces did not include me in that process.  He did not provide me with 

information about the bidders or bidding processes for the sale, or even the entities that would be 

included or excluded.  He did not provide me with the financial information he provided to bidders 

or the updated financials for SFH’s investments. 

70. In or about January 2018, Garces’ representatives disclosed to SFH that Garces 

had completed the bidding process, and he had decided to pursue an acquisition agreement with 

Ballard Brands.  We told them we weren’t in a position to evaluate an offer to buy all of the Garces 

entities because he hadn’t given us any information about the financials of the Garces entities (or 

even the SFH investment entities), valuations for those entities, or bids for those entities.     
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71. After disclosing the Ballard deal, Garces and his representatives repeatedly 

pressured SFH to accept an offer to consent to the sale of SFH’s investment interests.  Garces 

offered SFH a substantially diluted, quasi-equity stake in a new enterprise with no investor rights 

or cash compensation for investment distributions he had withheld since 2013.  Garces’ investment 

banker pressured Sorkin and me to give up our claims and agree to the deal.  See Ex. R. 

72. We said no.  Together with Sorkin, SFH voted to remove Garces as the Managing 

Member of LCC, LQ and our other entities based on Garces’ breach of his fiduciary duties.  On 

January 30, 2018, our respective counsel we sent him a letter informing him of our vote, 

demanding that he step down as Managing Member and asking for information to assist in the 

transition to a new Managing Member.  He ignored our letter.  See letter dated January 30, 2018, 

attached hereto as Ex. S. 

73. Over the next two months, our counsel engaged in negotiations with Garces’ 

counsel, but Garces’ proposed sale terms were self-serving.  It’s my understanding that, under the 

proposed Ballard deal, Ballard would acquire all or most of the Garces entities, Garces would 

receive a 30% equity stake in a new holding company, he would receive a substantial annual salary, 

M&T would release Garces from his personal debt to M&T, we would be required to globally 

release Garces and Garces’ entities from all of our claims, and SFH would receive a diluted, quasi-

equity stake in future revenue from Amada, Tinto and Village Whiskey, burdened by an unknown 

amount of debt service to Ballard and excessive management fees (10% of gross revenue).  Garces’ 

offer was illusory at best. 

I. Garces’ Effort Sell SFH’s Investments through a Bankruptcy Sale 
 
74. On or about April 2, 2018, bankruptcy counsel for Garces Group notified SFH and 
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Sorkin that Garces’ effort to sell the “Garces Group of Companies” had failed, leaving the “Garces 

Group of companies insolvent,” and recommended filing for bankruptcy.  See Ex. T.   

75. Garces’ April 2 letter recognized, however, that:  

Spinner Family Holdings (“SFH”) is a member with voting rights in the following 
entities: (i) La Casa Culinary LLC (Amada PA); (ii) Latin Quarter Concepts, LLC 
T/A Tinto (Tinto/Village Whiskey); (iii) 213T Associates, LLC DBA CHIFA 
(Rosa Blanca); (iv) VWONE, LLC, (GTC); (v) GRG NY1, LLC (Amada NYC); 
and Garces Revel Holdings, LLC. 

 
76. The April 2 letter also acknowledged that the operating agreements for each of 

these entities contain “Major Decisions” clauses that require, depending upon the specific language 

of each agreement, either majority, supermajority or unanimous consent of the Members to “[f]ile 

a petition under the United States Bankruptcy Code.”  The April 2 letter concluded by requesting 

consent from SFH and Sorkin to file for bankruptcy in connection with the above-named entities, 

but Garces did not provide any information in support of his request. 

77. On April 4 and 5, SFH and Sorkin informed Garces that we had insufficient 

information to vote in favor of filing for bankruptcy.  We also reiterated to Garces, through his 

counsel, that he had previously and routinely breached the operating agreements for those same 

entities, and reminded him that, on January 30, 2018, SFH and Sorkin voted to remove Garces as 

Managing Member.  See Ex. U. 

78. On April 20, 2018, Jose Garces distributed a Notice calling for an April 26, 2018 

Meeting of the Members to Vote to authorize the filing of Chapter 11 bankruptcy.  Garces, again, 

did not provide us with any information in support of his request.  He did not notify us that he was 

planning to partially transfer his interests in LCC and LQ to two Garces-owned entities in order to 

override our votes. 
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79. On April 26, 2018, SFH and Sorkin attended the Member meeting.  Garces 

provided SFH with P&Ls that showed that LCC and LQ were performing well.  The P&Ls did not 

disclose any significant liabilities to unsecured creditors.  The financials did reveal, however, that 

Garces was taking management fees of approximately $500,000 per year, approximately four 

times the amount permitted by the LCC and LQ operating agreements, for both LCC and LQ.  

Based on the transcript of the Member vote, I don’t see any other basis offered to support declaring 

LCC and LQ insolvent.  See Bankruptcy Vote Transcript, attached hereto as Ex. V.   

80. According to the transcript of the bankruptcy vote, Garces proceed to vote transfer 

part of his Percentage Interests in LCC and LQ to two other Garces-owned entities, Garces 300 

and Garces Catering 300, and voted three times (Garces, Garces 300, and Garces Catering 300) in 

favor of bankruptcy, over SFH’s and Sorkin’s objections.  He declared the vote 3-2 in his favor.  

Id. 

81.  On May 2, 2018 (the “Petition Date”), Garces filed voluntary Chapter 11 

bankruptcy petitions over our objections.  Petitions attached hereto as Ex. W. 

J. Garces’ Certification to the Bankruptcy Court 

82. I reviewed Jose Garces’ Certification to the Bankruptcy Court, filed on May 15, 

2018.  Many of his statements are misleading and require a response.  See Ex. X. (“Garces Cert”). 

83. Garces acknowledged that Paragraph 7 of the LCC and LQ operating agreements 

required that any and all checks in excess of $500 (Amada) and $1,000 (Tinto) be signed by the 

manager plus one other member.  See Garces Cert. at ¶8.  I was surprised that Garces admitted that 

during the thirteen years since our investment, from 2005 through 2018, he did not follow 

Paragraph 7 of the operating agreements, and, moreover, that he claimed that neither SFH nor 
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Sorkin requested that he follow Paragraph 7.  See Garces Cert. at ¶9.  He said he “honored 

[Paragraph 7] in the breach.”  Id. 

84. I’m stunned that Garces would admit that he breached the LCC and LQ Operating 

Agreements immediately after signing them.  There was no “honor in that breach.”  I specifically 

negotiated for Paragraph 7 to protect my investment and prevent Garces from misusing cash from 

operations and/or self-dealing.  Garces agreed to that provision.  I was unaware of Garces’ breach.  

The operating agreements contained obligations that required no further “request.”  In fact, in June 

of 2006, when I was negotiating the LQ Operating Agreement with Garces, Garces requested that 

we set the bank account requirement at $75,000, and I responded by demanding $1,000.  Garces 

accepted that condition and signed the agreement, but he now claims that, starting in 2005, he was 

already breaching that condition in the LCC operating agreement and had no intention of keeping 

cash from LQ’s operating in the LQ bank account as required by the LQ Operating Agreement.   

85. Garces also acknowledged that the LCC and LQ Operating Agreements required 

him to manage Amada and Tinto for a base salary of $130,000 per year for Amada and $120,000 

per year for Tinto.  See Garces Cert. at ¶7.  I was surprised that Garces admitted that he also 

“honored” that provision in its breach.  See Garces Cert. at ¶9.  Garces states that beginning around 

2008 or 2009, Garces Group took over the management function for Amada, Tinto and Village 

Whiskey and began to charge a 7.5% management fee.   

86. While I was aware that Garces delegated his management function over LCC and 

LQ to Garces Group, I do not view Garces Group as a holding company for all of the Garces 

entities and I did not agree to any self-dealing between Garces and Garces Group.  For example, I 

was under the impression Garces Group was receiving Garces’ base salary as its fee.  Specifically, 
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in June of 2006, when I was negotiating the LQ operating agreement with Garces, Garces requested 

that we set his management fee at 5.5% of gross revenue, and I responded by requiring that he 

keep his fee at $10,000 per month (notably, Garces had already received a 70% Member interest 

in LQ for a $0 equity contribution).  Garces accepted that condition and signed the LQ Operating 

Agreement.  The LCC and LQ Operating Agreements required that Garces receive Major Decision 

approval before increasing his compensation or benefits.  I’m not aware of Garces Group 

requesting or receiving Member approval to pay the Garces Group 7.5% of gross revenue, a short 

time after I rejected his request for payment of 5.5% of gross revenue.  Garces apparently believes 

this too was “honored” in its breach.   

87. Garces’ explanation for the “historical movement of funds amongst debtors” (i.e., 

cash sweeps) is baffling.  Garces states that he moved funds from LCC and LQ to other Garces 

entities, but when he did so, “Garces Group and their external accountants maintained records of 

‘due to’ and ‘due from’ on a Debtor-to-Debtor basis.  Thus, while the entities were operated as an 

enterprise, and funds moved from Debtor to Debtor with the Garces Group, movement of funds 

were tracked on an individualized basis.”  If he’s saying I knew about these practices, that’s false.  

The LCC and LQ Operating Agreements did not permit the movement of funds from LCC and LQ 

to other entities without Major Decision approval.  Garces has never disclosed records of 

intercompany loans.  I’ve never seen loan documents or any history of loan distributions, interest 

calculations or records of repayment of principal or interest.  I don’t know what he means by “an 

enterprise.”  If Garces has been moving cash from LCC and LQ to other Garces-owned entities, 

and he is now claiming that these cash movements were intercompany loans that the Bankruptcy 

Court should forgive in bankruptcy, I strongly disagree. 
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88. Garces also acknowledges that the LCC and LQ Operating Agreements required 

Garces to make distributions to investors, and that he did so from 2006 through 2012.  He also 

acknowledged that he’s been providing Sorkin and SFH K1 Forms for Amada, Tinto and Village 

Whiskey year-after-year, showing profits even while he’s been withholding distributions.  In other 

words, Garces admits that we’re paying significant taxes on distributions we’re not receiving.  He 

claims, “we agreed that the real value was the Garces brand and the enterprise and we therefore 

were on the same team in having the profits of one entity support start-up costs or losses of 

another.”  That’s simply untrue.  There was no such “agreement.”  I thought Garces was escrowing 

profits while he worked on a reorganization plan to present to investors.  But, Garces never 

presented a reorganization option.  Garces never offered us a stake in the Garces brand or 

enterprise, and I never agreed that he could use profits from LCC and LQ to support an enterprise 

that is wholly-owned by Garces. 

89. Garces provided “three examples of restaurant entities that SFH and Sorkin 

invested in which benefitted from the enterprise,” VWONE (Garces Trading Company), 213T 

Associates, LLC, and GRG NY1 (Amada NY).  He claims these restaurants have “due to” payables 

to the “enterprise.”  Garces seems disconnected from reality.  Specifically, SFH invested directly 

in all three of those restaurants (not through a Garces enterprise), SFH made each restaurant 

investment through a distinct restaurant entity with an operating agreement, and SFH lost 

approximately $3 million on those restaurant investments.  There was no enterprise and there were 

no benefits to SFH. 

a. 213T Associates, LLC (Chifa/Rosa Blanaca).  SFH invested over $1.5 million.  
SFH initially invested $923,477, but Garces later asked for more, resulting in 
additional investments of $300,000 and $304,235.  SFH received repayment of 
a small fraction of that investment. 
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b. VWONE (Garces Trading Company).  SFH invested over $550,000.  SFH 

initially invested $315,000, but Garces later asked for more, resulting in 
additional investments of $193,500 and $50,400.  SFH received repayment of 
a small fraction of that investment. 
 

c. GRGNY1.  SFH invested $1.5 million.  SFH initially invested $750,000, but 
Garces later asked for more, resulting in an additional investment of $750,000.  
SFH never received repayment of any investment.  In March 2018, Garces 
abandoned the restaurant and the landlord drew down a line of credit secured 
by SFH causing another loss of $357,000.  
 

90. Garces says that SFH benefited from Garces’ “intercompany loans”; however, 

Garces isn’t showing a benefit.  He’s actually admitting that, in addition to SFH’s direct investment 

of $3.5 million in those three restaurants, Garces (i) used profits from LCC and LQ that should 

have been distributed to SFH under the operating agreements to provide for initial funding and 

capital needs, and (ii) used the assets from LCC and LQ to obtain $8.5 million to provide additional 

funds to those entities.  That funding was not disclosed in the operating agreements for 213T 

Associates, VWONE, or GRGNY1 or approved by SFH.  If what Garces is saying is true, he 

caused SFH to unknowingly invest much more than SFH’s direct $3.5 million investment in those 

restaurants.  Far from benefiting SFH, that would have caused SFH even greater losses.   

91. Garces’ Certification says that the first that SFH or Sorkin ever complained about 

their course of dealing with Garces was in late 2017.  That’s untrue.  I’ve raised complaints with 

Garces and his Garces Group colleagues about non-payment of distributions and lack of 

information.  I raised concerns to Garces about his failure to live up to his promise to present 

options for reorganization.  In the Spring of 2017, I questioned why he didn’t make payments 

under the $750,000 guarantee for Amada NY.   

92. It’s true that I didn’t understand the gravity of Garces’ misconduct until late in 
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2017.  At that time, I realized that Garces was engaged in the routine breach of our operating 

agreements, or “honoring them in the breach,” as he might now call it.  In late 2017, I raised issues 

with how Garces handled his responsibilities as Managing Member of LCC, LQ and other stand-

alone Garces entities.   

93. I’ve read in the press that Garces is calling me greedy for holding up his Ballard 

Brands deal.  He claims that I came out net positive on my investments and he offered Jim Sorkin 

and me a deal to sell our investments for a package that he values at over $4.5 million.  In reality, 

my investments in Garces entities resulted in net losses of over $3 million.  In addition, I’ve paid 

hundreds of thousands of dollars in taxes for distributions I never received (Garces never paid the 

net income distributions or the minimum tax distributions to cover the net income I never 

received).  Garces offered me a deal to sell those investments with zero cash value and illusory 

future value, and he asked that I release all claims against him and his entities.  When I said no, 

Garces took all of the equity in my investments and filed for bankruptcy over my objections.  Then, 

he told the press that I’m greedy.  

94. I heard Garces’ investment banker testify in bankruptcy court about Garces’ efforts 

to find a buyer for the Garces entities.  He said that bidders for the “Garces enterprise” were 

offering Garces “seven figure salaries” and equity stakes ranging between “30-50%.”  I think he 

was trying to tell the Court how much bidders value Garces and the Garces brand.  That wasn’t 

my takeaway.  It sounded to me like Garces was working out a great deal for himself, but he was 

still taking advantage of his investors.   

95. I read a story about Garces in Philly Mag about two months ago.  Garces said, “I 

have to take responsibility for the position the company is in, and I do. … But I’m a chef. I’m 
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creative. And I hired people to take care of the business side so I could focus on creating concepts 

for the company.”  I’d like Garces to take responsibility for how he’s treated his inventors and 

acknowledge our contributions his restaurants.  To summarize: 

a. SFH invested $100,000 in Amada to fund start-up costs, and an additional 
$150,000 for working capital.  I extended my personal credit to help Garces buy 
the building for Amada and my wife and I extended personal guarantees.  
 

b. SFH invested over $380,000 in Tinto and Village Whiskey, and I extended 
guarantees to help obtain another $550,000 in credit. 
 

c. SFH invested over $1.5 million in Chifa. I extended a personal guarantee to 
secure the lease. 
 

d. SFH invested over $550,000 in Garces Trading Company. 
 

e. I extended my personal credit to help obtaining financing for Revel.  I 
mortgaged my house to secure a $1.28 million loan for Revel.  I invested an 
additional $250,000 the following year. 
 

f. SFH provided Garces Restaurant Group with $350,000 secured by a promissory 
note. 
 

g. SFH invested $1.5 million in Amada NY in two investments of $750,000.  
Garces guaranteed the returns on the second $750,000.  In early 2016, I sold 
Apple stock to fund the second $750,000.  

 
96. Sorkin and I were the first investors to believe in Garces.  We were the only 

investors to invest in his first three restaurants.  In total, SFH invested over $5 million in Garces’ 

entities, and realized a net loss of greater than $3 million.  SFH also paid hundreds of thousands 

of dollars in taxes for distributions SFH never received.  I’ve also personally extended my personal 

credit in countless ways to help Garces obtain financing.  The Chifa landlord sued my wife and 

me based on Garces’ failure to pay rent under his Chifa lease and the Amada NY landlord recently 

drew $357,800 against my line of credit based on Garces’ failure to pay rent under that lease.   

97. I continue to face exposure based on Garces’ actions.  As a result of Garces filing 
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for bankruptcy for LCC, WSFS has claimed that one of our other investments, TJJ Real Co., is in 

default on the mortgage for the building in which Amada resides.  See Ex. Y. I’m a personal 

guarantor on that mortgage and WSFS is claiming that I’m personally responsible for repayment 

of the outstanding balance of that loan, amounting to $1,466,920.98. 

98. I’m not sure where Garces would be without his investors’ contributions, but when 

he calls his us greedy, he’s ignoring years of very substantial contributions to funding his interests.  

Garces accepted fiduciary duties to his investors beyond just being a chef, yet Garces is still not 

telling us what he did with millions of dollars he moved out of LCC and LQ into other Garces-

owned entities.  He’s never provided SFH with an accounting of these cash movements.  When 

does Garces take responsibility?  He says he’s “honoring” his operating agreements in the breach.  

Stuffing the ballot box to deprive minority investors of their voting rights isn’t honorable.  It’s just 

a breach. 
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